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Abstract Droplet-based microfluidics offers tremendous capabilities for high-through-

put-screening systems, but so far, the dearth of appropriate analytical assays has limited

its widespread application.

Here, we present a novel, label-free sensor method for the detection of biochemical

reactions inside of micron-sized droplets. The method exploits the osmotically driven

change in droplet size as a quantitative marker of the total osmolarity. Changes in

osmolarity, which originate, for example, from the metabolic activity of cells, can be

detected down to a few mOsm/l.

We characterize the sensor system by investigating mixtures of two types of monodis-

perse aqueous droplets in oil, containing various, fixed amounts of solute. Differing

concentrations of solute induce water flow between the droplets through the oil, com-

pensating for the osmotic pressure until equilibrium is reached. The flux is mediated

by the diffusion of reverse micelles and increases with increasing differences in solute

concentration.

We apply the method to monitor and quantify the metabolic activity of encapsulated

yeast at the single cell level and demonstrate its use for live/dead assays.

Due to its simple and broadly applicable principle, our novel sensor method provides

a powerful analytical tool for screening applications, and advances the evolution of

high-throughput-screening systems with droplet-microfluidics.



Kurzfassung Die tropfenbasierte Mikrofluidik bietet einzigartige Möglichkeiten für die

Durchführung von Hochdurchsatz-Analyseverfahren. Bisher wird ihre weitreichende

Anwendung allerdings vom Mangel an geeigneten Verfahren zur Analyse der Tropfen-

inhalte verhindert.

In dieser Arbeit stellen wir eine neue, markerfreie Methode zur Detektion biochem-

ischer Reaktionen innerhalb von Mikrotropfen vor. Diese nutzt die Größenänderung von

Tropfen durch Osmose als Maß für die Gesamtosmolarität eines Tropfens und erlaubt

die Detektion von Änderungen der Gesamtosmolarität um wenige mOsm/l. Derartige

Änderungen werden beispielsweise durch den Stoffwechsel von Zellen hervorgerufen.

Wir charakterisieren die Größenänderungen mit Hilfe einer Mischung zweier monodis-

perser Tropfenarten, die jeweils eine konstante Stoffmenge an Sucrose enthalten. Un-

terscheiden sich die Sucrose-Konzentrationen der Tropfen, wird der damit einherge-

hende osmotische Druck durch Wassertransport zwischen den Tropfen ausgeglichen.

Der Wassertransport wird durch die Diffusion reverser Mizellen vermittelt und steigt

mit steigendem Konzentrationsunterschied der Tropfen.

Schließlich verwenden wir die Methode, um den Stoffwechsel einzelner Hefezellen

in Tropfen zu beobachten und zu quantifizieren. Insbesondere können Tropfen die

lebende Zellen enthalten anhand ihrer Größenabnahme zuverlässig von anderen Tropfen

getrennt werden.

Durch ihr einfaches und allgemeines Prinzip deckt unsere Sensormethode einen großen

Anwendungsbereich ab und erweitert insbesondere die Anwendbarkeit von tropfen-

basierter Mikrofluidik in Hochdurchsatzanalyseverfahren.
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Preface

Progress in modern life sciences as well as in pharmaceutical science is more and more

driven by the analysis of large amounts of experimental data. In biomedicine, blood

samples of cancer patients containing billions of cells are screened for few tumor cells

and biomarkers [1, 2], which permit detection, diagnosis and monitoring of cancer.

Biologists investigate the heterogeneity of cell populations[3] and analyze the whole

genome of organisms[4]. In search for bioactive substances for development of new

drugs, pharmaceutical companies measure the dose-response curves of thousands of

compounds[5].

Hence, there is an increased demand for HTS (high-throughput screening) methods,

which allow for fully automated execution of more than 100.000 experiments a day[6].

Miniaturization and parallelization of systems and reactions of interest are key to cost-

efficient and rapid HTS.

Consequently, microfluidics, the science and technology of handling small amounts

of fluids, takes a leading role in HTS technology, offering a multitude of advantages. In

particular, droplet-based microfluidics provides unique capabilities for the simultane-

ous conduction of millions of independent experiments as well as their rapid analysis[7].

Two immiscible fluids are used to generate monodisperse droplets1 of micrometer di-

mensions (1 - 100 µm), commonly aqueous droplets dispersed in oil. Those compart-

ments serve as biocompatible, spatially isolated microreactors, comprising very small

amounts of compounds down to single cells or molecules in picoliter-sized volumes.

Due to generation rates of several kHz, a multitude of experiments can be conducted

simultaneously (about 108 experiments a day[8]) with minimal expense of reagents, and

therefore, costs. Finally, a broad range of techniques for the manipulation of droplets

allows for quantitative and rapid analysis of droplet contents, rendering droplet mi-

crofluidics ideal for high throughput assays.

HTS has already profited considerably from new droplet-based platforms. For exam-

ple, Agresti et al. [8] performed directed evolution of enzymes, a process in which the

yield of an enzyme is optimized, with a thousand-fold increase in speed and a 1-million-

fold reduction in cost compared to existing methods (state-of-the-art robot screening).

Another example is the high resolution dose-response screening published by Miller

1monodisperse = of equal size
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et al. [9] which allows for the measurement of 10,000 instead of about 10 data-points

per dose-response curve, simultaneously using less quantities of reagents compared to

existing methods.

However, a huge hurdle towards widespread application of droplet microfluidics is the

limited availability of assays for analyzing the droplets’ contents and the subsequent

processing. Most existing methods rely on markers, commonly fluorescent ones, whose

specific Moreover, markers usually have to be added to the dispersed phase prior to

encapsulation, since the washing steps involved in more complex assays are difficult

to adapt to droplet microfluidics. Therefore, additional, ideally label-free methods for

analyzing the droplets contents are needed.

In this thesis, a novel, label-free sensor method is presented, which facilitates simple

analysis by coupling the biochemistry inside a droplet to a (easily measurable) physical

property of the droplet. More specifically, the operating principle is based on the

osmotically driven size change of droplets differing in their composition.

Hence, the reader will be introduced to the research topic by two chapters: one com-

prising a brief overview of droplet microfluidics (chapter 1), and one giving a detailed

introduction to mass transfer in microdroplet systems, focusing on osmosis (chapter

2). Subsequent to description of materials and methods used (chapters 3 and 4), the

operating principle and theory of the sensor method is presented (chapter 5). Parts

of the results were already published in Hofmann et al. [10] and are presented more

elaborately within this thesis. An experimental characterization of the sensor system,

including the verification of osmosis being the driving force, is provided in chapter 6.

Finally, the application of the sensor method to detect cellular activity is demonstrated

(chapter 7), and a conclusive discussion as well as an outlook on future research are

provided (chapter 8 and 9).



Part I

Introduction
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1 Droplet microfluidics

Little more than one decade ago, droplet microfluidics emerged from the interdisci-

plinary research field of microfluidics[11], the science and technology of manipulating

small amounts of liquids using micron-sized geometries, and has rapidly grown since.

Droplet based microfluidics, or in short, droplet microfluidics, deals with immiscible

two-phase systems comprising droplets (or bubbles) with dimensions ranging from a

few to hundreds of micrometers in diameter (Figure 1.1). Simple microfluidic devices

Continuous phase 

Dispersed  

phase 

Figure 1.1: Aqueous droplet (dispersed phase) in oil (continuous phase) measuring 50 µm in diameter.
Scale is 30 µm.

are used to generate very well-defined microdroplet emulsions, which offer several at-

tractive properties for miniaturized assays in diverse research fields: Monodisperse

aqueous droplets dispersed in oil can be easily produced at very high rates (up to sev-

eral kHz), forming thousands of identical, isolated microreactors[12]. This allows for a

high degree of parallization of experiments and makes microdroplet systems perfectly

suited for quantitative and statistical analysis. Simultaneously, the picoliter volumes of

the droplets greatly reduce the amount of reagents needed, minimizing the costs. Since

the droplets’ interfaces can be rendered biocompatible, droplets containing very small

amounts of cells or molecules are particularly useful for biological assays[13].

These advantages have stimulated a multitude of applications in various disciplines

of academic and industrial research, ranging from bioreactors comprising living cells

to diagnostic or analytical high-throughput systems and the synthesis of advanced

materials[14, 15, 16]. In this thesis, a sensor method is presented which allows for the

detection of biochemical reactions in droplets.
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For the abundance of reviews on droplet microfluidics, only a brief overview over the

fundamentals of droplet microfluidics will be given in this chapter, addressing mate-

rials of microfluidic devices, as well as the generation, stability, and manipulation of

droplets in separate sections. In a final section, existing methods for the detection of

droplet contents will be presented. More detailed discussions can be found in the cited

literature, including the selected reviews given in References [17],[18], and [19] which

provide a broad overview of microfluidics.

1.1 Materials for droplet microfluidics

Si 
O 

n 

Si 
O 

Si 

A 

B 

Figure 1.2: (A) Chemical struc-
ture of PDMS.
(B) Photograph of
a microstructured
PDMS block.

Although several materials including glass[20, 21],

silicon[22] and Teflon[23] have been successfully used to

fabricate microfluidic devices, an abundant amount of

applications relies on PDMS (Polydimethylsiloxane) as

basic material, a transparent polymer (Figure 1.2 A).

PDMS offers great advantages for microfluidic device

fabrication, as diverse channel geometries are rapidly

fabricated by a simple lithographic process, so-called

soft-lithography. This method uses a photosensitive

resist to form a master mold, from which microstruc-

tured PDMS blocks (Figure 1.2 B) are replicated and

tightly sealed to glass or other PDMS pieces by oxygen

plasma treatment. For fabrication of the replica, a mix-

ture of the monomer and a crosslinker is casted onto

the master mold. After curing, the microstructured

PDMS block is detached. Since PDMS is a soft ma-

terial (with a Young’s modulus of about 750 kPa[24]),

it is effortless to handle, and can e.g. be cut to fit or

punched through, forming connections for tubings. The soft nature also allows for

an easy implementation of valves[24]. Combined with low fabrication costs, the easy

manufacturing allows for rapid prototyping of all kinds of devices.

PDMS offers numerous further advantages for microfluidic devices. It is nontoxic and

inherently hydrophobic but can be easily rendered hydrophilic[25, 26]. Thus, generation

of water-in-oil droplets as well as oil-in-water droplets is possible. Furthermore, PDMS

is highly gas permeable, which is very useful for culturing cells and sustaining microor-

ganisms inside of microchannels[27]. Some liquids like water or ethanol, and other

small molecules penetrate PDMS as well[28], which can be exploited for the formation

of membranes. However, in many cases concerning droplet microfluidics, this perme-
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ability also bears disadvantages, as PDMS leads to high dissolution rate of droplets[29].

Consequently, PDMS geometries are per se not well-suited for long-term storage and

incubation of droplets. This issue can in some cases be addressed by saturating the

PDMS with water, rendering droplet sizes stable for several days[30].

Another serious drawback is the massive swelling of PDMS in most organic solvents,

which makes them ill-suited for PDMS devices[29]. Other materials with a higher

solvent resistance, like glass, however, suffer from an expensive and time-consuming

device fabrication process[21]. As a consequence, both liquids used for droplet gener-

ation are required to be compatible with PDMS, which severely restricts the range of

liquids. Silicone oil, for example, has a very bad compatibility with PDMS[13]. For

water-in-oil droplets, typically fluorocarbon or hydrocarbon oils are used as continuous

phase. However, the range of applications of hydrocarbon oils is limited due to the

high solubility of hydrophobic molecules in these oils[13]. Contrariwise, most organic

compounds are highly insoluble in fluorinated oils, since they are both, hydrophobic

and lipophobic[31]. In addition, fluorinated oils are biocompatible and allow for gas

exchange, rendering them well-suited for droplet-based microfluidics[32, 33, 34, 35].

1.2 Droplet generation devices

Monodisperse droplets are commonly generated by flowing two immiscible liquids

through channel geometries of predefined dimensions. In these geometries, micro-

droplets are formed by breakup of the dispersed phase in a very well-defined way.

The most widely used geometries are T-junctions[11] (Figure 1.3 A) and various kinds

of flow-focusing geometries[36] (Figure 1.3 B). A T-junction consists of two orthogonal

channels, each comprising a flow of one liquid phase. At the intersection an interface

forms and droplets of the dispersed phase are generated due to the shear force exerted

by the continuous phase[37]. In a flow-focusing geometry, the dispersed phase flows

A B 

Phase 1 

Phase 2 

Droplets 

Phase 2 

Phase 1 

Phase 1 

Droplets 

Figure 1.3: Schemes of droplet generation by a T-junction (A) and a flow-focusing geometry (B). In
both cases, droplets of the dispersed phase are sheared off by flows of the continuous phase.
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through an orifice and is subsequently sheared off from both sides by a co-flowing flow

of the continuous phase. Since flow rates of each phase can be tuned separately, easy

control over the generation rate as well as the size of the droplets is provided. Rates and

sizes range from few hertz to more than 10 kHz, and from 1 µm to several hundreds of

microns, respectively[8, 12]. Also, special channel geometries can be used to facilitate

the deterministic encapsulation of single cells or beads in droplets[38, 39].

Other geometric methods for droplet generation are capillaries[40, 20] or step emul-

sification[41], in which droplets are formed at an abruptly expanding channel. Besides

continuous droplet generation by flows of liquid phases, methods permitting on-demand

production of single droplets exist, using for example laser pulses[42] or microvalves[43].

The stability of generated droplets can be considerably improved by addition of ten-

sides, as will be described in the next section.

1.3 Stability and biocompatibility of microdroplets

In most cases, amphiphilic molecules, so-called surfactants are added to the continuous

phase (Figure 1.4). The term surfactant, a contraction of SURFace ACTive AgeNT,

was chosen since these molecules aggregate at the interface between the two phases and

alter its properties, for instance decreasing the surface tension.

Oil 

Surfactant with passivating headgroup  

Cell or protein 

Figure 1.4: Schematic view of an aqueous droplet in oil stabilized by surfactant. Surfactants dissolved
in the continuous phase aggregate at the droplet interface and stabilize it. A passivating
hydrophilic head group of the surfactant renders the inner side of the interface biocompat-
ible.

Surfactants are an essential part of droplet microfluidics for two reasons: First, they

stabilize microdroplet emulsions against coalescence by providing an additional energy

barrier, for example by steric repulsion. Even densely-packed emulsions can be stable
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for weeks to months, depending on the types of continuous phase and surfactant used,

increasing the lifetime of an emulsion by several orders of magnitude[13]. Moreover, sur-

factants can promote adhesion and bilayer formation between droplets without causing

coalescence, generating model systems for probing membrane properties[44, 45]. As

a consequence of the permeability of the membrane, chemical reactions in adjacent

droplets can be coupled[44]. It is noteworthy that emulsions may be highly stable

without the addition of any surfactants under certain circumstances. An example is

the so-called “ouzo effect”1, a phenomenon describing the formation of a highly stable

oil-in-water emulsion upon addition of water to ouzo, which comprises the essential oil

anise[46].

The second reason which makes surfactants indispensable for many microfluidic ap-

plications is the possibility to render the inner interface of droplets biocompatible, e.g.

by adding PEG2 groups to the hydrophilic head of the surfactant[47, 48] (Figure 1.4).

This allows for the encapsulation of cells and molecules without affecting their viabil-

ity or causing denaturation. Besides passivation, surfactants may be functionalized to

provide binding sites for adherent cells[48].

1.4 Droplet manipulation

Besides the capability of generating monodisperse, stable droplets, the reliable manip-

ulation of droplets, that is fusion, splitting, sorting, as well as mixing, is a crucial pre-

requisite for useful microfluidic applications. Since the advent of droplet microfluidics

in the early 2000s, an abundance of methods for manipulation of droplets using chan-

nel geometries, tweezers, acoustics, electric and magnetic fields, temperature (among

others) has been published[12, 17].

Droplets can be fused and split either passively, by flowing them through certain

channel geometries[49], or actively, for instance by applying electric fields[50]. Elec-

trocoalescence can also be used to directly dispense liquid and reagents into droplets

passing through a channel[51].

Common methods for the active sorting of droplets by size or content are based on

electric fields which are applied locally in a channel and allow for a dielectrophoretic

manipulation of droplets[8, 52] (Figure 1.5 A). Furthermore, droplets can be eas-

ily sorted by size passively by means of certain channel geometries, exploiting flow

profiles[53, 54] and hydrodynamic resistance[55]. For example, droplets can be sepa-

rated by flowing them through pillar fields, a method called DLD (deterministic lateral

displacement)[53, 54]. If spacing and diameter of the pillars are adjusted correctly, the

1also called spontaneous emulsification or louche effect
2Polyethylene glycol
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Joennson dld  

device 

Agresti 2009 

A B Flow 

Figure 1.5: (A) Separation of droplets by their content with the help of electrodes. Voltage is applied
based on a fluorescent signal. Image adapted from Ref. [8]. Scale is 80 µm. (B) Sep-
aration of droplets by their size in a continuous flow by means of deterministic lateral
displacement. The deflection of the droplet by the pillar field depends on its size. Image
created on basis of Ref. [53].

path of the droplets depends on their size, as they either follow the direction of the

flow or the rows of pillars (Figure 1.5 B). Other methods include the use of magnetic

fields, thermocapillary effect or surface acoustic waves[12]. Rapid mixing inside of a

droplets can be performed by flowing droplets through meandering channel geome-

tries, which induce a circulating flow pattern within the droplet due to friction with

the channel wall[56]. Finally, the contents of microdroplets can be extracted from the

emulsion and incorporated into a continuous stream, for example by methods based

on electrocoalescence[57]. The continuous stream may be collected at an outlet of the

microfluidic device and used for further experiments.

1.5 Analysis of the droplets

The analysis of the content of individual droplets (which prerequires its definite iden-

tification among other droplets) is one of the most essential functionalities for droplet-

based assays. Therefore, considerable effort has been put into the development and

automatization of detection processes.

Since most of the microfluidic devices are transparent, the majority of detection

methods is based on optical measurements, either relying on microscopes equipped

with cameras or photodiodes placed besides or beneath a channel[30, 8, 52]. Bright

field microscopy can be used to track individual droplets and monitor contents like

cells or beads, and allows for an automated analysis by image processing[30]. A more

sophisticated approach which is widely-used in high-throughput systems is the addition

of fluorescent markers to droplets. The fluorescence intensities of droplets passing

through a channel trigger a dielectrophoretic sorting process, which allows for very

high detection rates[8, 52] (Figure 1.5 A). However, the scope of applications is limited

by the need and specificity of fluorescent labels. Another interesting method is the
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use of droplets as optical microcavities, from whose resonances (so-called Whispering

Gallery Modes) size and certain contents can be inferred[58].

Alternative detection techniques include electrical methods, e.g. based on the im-

pedance signal of a droplet[59], or mass spectrometry of single droplets[60]. However,

the integration of those techniques with microdroplets is challenging. Furthermore,

contents of individual droplets can be extracted and subsequently separated by elec-

trophoresis or analyzed by mass spectroscopy[61].
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2 Mass transfer in microdroplet systems

Per definition, microdroplet emulsions and emulsions in general consist of two im-

miscible fluids, with the dispersed phase forming spatially isolated compartments, i.e.

droplets. However, due to residual solubilities of molecules in the continuous phase and

transport mechanisms involving surfactants, this isolation does not necessarily pre-

vent the exchange of molecules between compartments or leakage into the continuous

phase[62, 63]. Therefore, cross-contamination is generally not negligible for micro-

droplet systems and has to be quantified in every single case. The majority of microflu-

idic applications comprises droplets differing from each other in composition, e.g. in

droplet libraries[64]. In almost all of them, it is crucial to prevent cross-contamination

for proper functioning. However, some microfluidic applications, including the one

presented in this thesis, rely on the transfer of compounds between droplets.

In this chapter, various processes mediating the transfer of solvent and solutes be-

tween droplets or the partitioning of compounds into the continuous phase will be

discussed. Of paramount importance for this work is the transfer of solvent between

droplets. Hence, a detailed discussion of the underlying mechanisms will be provided in

the first section, focussing in particular on solvent transfer that results from differences

in the droplet composition. In a second section, transfer of solutes between droplets

will be covered.

The transfer of solutes and solvent by coalescence of droplets or breakdown of the

emulsion is of no importance for this work and therefore won’t be covered at all. A

review on coalescence in emulsions can be found in Reference [65].

As only water-in-oil microdroplets were used in this work, the main focus of this

chapter is placed on transport processes in emulsions consisting of oil as continuous

phase and aqueous solutions as dispersed phase, which are also called inverse emulsions.

2.1 Solvent transfer in microdroplet systems

Two major mechanisms facilitating solvent transfer between droplets in an emulsion

exist. One the one hand, heterogeneities of droplet compositions may give rise to a

volume flux between the droplets. The driving force of the transfer is an osmotic

pressure across the continuous phase, which serves as a liquid semipermeable membrane
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between the droplets. Since osmosis in emulsions is an essential mechanism of the work

presented in this thesis, first, a general introduction to osmosis will be given. Then, a

critical review of the current state-of-the-art literature on osmosis in emulsions will be

provided.

On the other hand, volume flux between droplets is caused by heterogeneities of

droplet sizes, a process called Ostwald ripening[66, 67]. Ostwald ripening and other

processes mediating only an efflux of solvent out of droplets are of minor importance

for this work and will be summarized in a third subsection.

2.1.1 Introduction to osmosis

When two binary solutions differing solute concentration are divided by a semiperme-

able membrane, a membrane permeable to the solvent but not to the solute, a net flow of

solvent from the dilute to the more concentrated side arises until equilibrium is reached

(Figure 2.1). This phenomenon is called osmosis, an expression which originates from

greek “o-smós”, meaning to push or thrust. The equilibrium state is not necessarily

reached when solute concentrations are similar1, but usually due to the build-up of hy-

drostatic pressure (as in the case of the U-shaped tube shown in Figure 2.1). Osmosis

plays a crucial role in biological systems and, in the form of reverse osmosis, has gained

great impact on separating processes in chemistry, e.g. the desalination of water. Ex-

amples of the biological relevance of osmosis are the turgor pressure in cells and the

water uptake by plant roots, which are both osmotically driven processes. Furthermore,

many organisms living in an aqueous environment require some kind of osmoregulation

to maintain the desired water content of their body. For example, saltwater fishes have

to actively drink to compensate for osmotic water loss, as the salt concentration in

water is higher than in their body, while freshwater fishes don’t[68, 69].

No uniform definition of osmosis exists, as authors from various research fields use

the term in different ways, or avoid a definition at all. For example, just a few take the

existence of osmosis of gases into account[70]. However, osmotic pressure is well-defined

as the pressure difference which has to be applied across a semipermeable membrane to

establish equilibrium state with respect to the solute. In particular, osmotic pressure

as experimentally determined is a pressure difference and not an absolute pressure, and

consequently, an “osmotic pressure of a solution” does not exist[71], contrary to the

frequent, inaccurate use in literature[72, 73, 74]. The total concentration of osmotically

active solutes of a solution is referred to as osmolarity and can be measured, for instance,

by measuring the osmotic pressure exerted in a membrane system (Pfeffer cell) or

the freezing point depression. Unlike diffusion in a single-phase system, osmosis is a

reversible process[75]. It is important to note that osmotic pressure is a colligative

1Especially in the case pure solvent versus a solution that’s an impossibility.
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Figure 2.1: In initial state (A), two binary solutions of different concentrations are separated by a
semipermeable membrane. Subsequently, a net flow of water through the membrane arises
until the osmotic pressure is compensated by the build-up of hydrostatic pressure (B).

property of two phases, i.e. solutions, depending only on the ratio of solute to solvent

molecules and not on the nature of the particles2.

For dilute solutions the empirical van’t Hoff equation holds, which van’t Hoff pro-

posed in 1887[75] based on the experiments of Pfeffer[76]:

Π = RT∆c (2.1)

Here, R is the ideal gas constant, T the absolute Temperature and ∆c the concentration

difference of nonpermeable solutes across the membrane. Despite the analogy of van’t

Hoff’s relation to the ideal gas law does not require the mechanisms to be similar,

it was[75] and in popular science often still is incorrectly assumed that the underlying

mechanism of osmosis was diffusion. In 1957, Mauro ended the debate by showing “that

any pressure difference applied (across the membrane, osmotic as well as hydrostatic)

gives rise to a transfer of water which is predominantly nondiffusional in nature”[77].

More than 120 years of research on osmosis have passed since van’t Hoff proposed

his relation, but despite osmosis being well understood thermodynamically by now, the

molecular mechanisms causing osmosis remain unclear[78, 79, 80]. In 1991, Guell[81]

listed more than a dozen proposals for kinetic models, which were only partially dis-

carded (e.g. the “Solute bombardment theory”[71]), and partially still are subject to an

ongoing discussion[78, 79, 80]. Two of the most prominent and controversially discussed

ideas for kinetic model are those of negative pressure imparted by solutes (“negative

2In the limit of infinite dilution.
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pressure model”[82]) and the decrease in water concentration upon addition of solutes

inducing the osmotic flow[83, 84].

By contrast, various undisputed thermodynamic descriptions of osmosis have been

given, which all originate from the entropy of mixing between solvent and solute. Van’t

Hoff’s law can be derived e.g. by making use of Gibbs’ concept of chemical poten-

tials3[71, 85]. According to Gibbs, the chemical potential of a substance in a mixture

may be defined by µ = µ0 + RT ln(a), where R is the gas constant, T the absolute

temperature, a the activity and µ0 a constant standard potential for any given tem-

perature and pressure[71]. The activity a = xγ is the product of the mole fraction x

and the fraction coefficient γ, which equals unity in an ideal mixtures. As the molal

fraction of the solvent decreases with increasing molal fraction of the solute, the activity

of the solvent as, and therefore its chemical potential µs decreases as well, at least for

an ideal mixture. Consequently, in a membrane system comprising two ideal binary

solution of differing solute concentrations, a difference in chemical potential between

the solutions prevails. In most cases, this is also true for dilute non-ideal solutions,

as γ approximately constant at low solute concentrations. The difference in chemi-

cal potential corresponds to an osmotic pressure of Π = −RT/V ln as where V is the

partial molal volume of the solvent, which can be simplified to the well-known van’t

Hoff relation[71]. Thus, a gradient in chemical potential is the driving force of osmotic

flux, and equilibrium is reached when chemical potentials of solvents on both sides are

equal4. As theoretically expected, Czihak and coworkers experimentally verified that

the equilibrium is a dynamic equilibrium[86].

To take the dissociation (or association) of a compound in an ideal dilute solution into

account, an additional factor is introduced to van’t Hoffs law, the van’t Hoff factor ν.

The van’t Hoff factor is defined as the number of ions produced per dissolved molecule.

For instance, for sodium chloride ν = 2, as it dissociates in sodium and chloride ions

in solution. Most non-electrolytes exhibit a van’t Hoff factor of unity.

However, in non-ideal solutions and concentrated ideal solutions, interactions be-

tween dissolved particles, e.g. ion pairing, affect the activity of solutes and solvent,

leading to a deviation from the osmolarity of an ideal solution. This deviation is quan-

tified by the osmotic coefficient Φ[87, 88], which allows for the calculation of the actual

osmolarity of a (binary) solution cOsm = Φνc with the solute concentration c.

Consequently, the osmotic pressure Π between two non-ideal binary solutions is

Π = νRT |Φ1c1 − Φ2c2| , (2.2)

3A nice collection of derivations of van’t Hoff’s relation can be found in Reference [80].
4Since only the solvent may permeate through the membrane, only the chemical potential of the

solvent is of importance.
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where c1 and c2 are the molar concentrations of the solute and Φ1 and Φ2 the respective

osmotic coefficients.

For water as solvent, Φ relates to the activity of water aw by

ln aw = − νm

55.51
Φ , (2.3)

where m is the molal concentration of the solute in water, and 55.51 represents the

molal concentration of water.

The osmotic coefficient of aqueous solutions can be calculated theoretically, for ex-

ample by the Pitzer equations[88].

Classical thermodynamic descriptions of osmosis are independent of the kind of par-

ticle interactions as well as the nature and geometry of the membrane (as long as it’s

semipermeable), and only describe the equilibrium state. Thus, the dynamics of the

system, the intermediate states, are not accessible. Using irreversible thermodynamics,

Kedem and Katchalsky[89] described passive transport in a membrane system driven

by hydrostatic pressure differences (∆p) or osmotic pressure (RT∆c) in case of a bi-

nary solution. The derived equations of volume (solvent) flux Jv and solute flux js are

known as the Kedem-Katchalsky equations and predict the coupling between solute

and solvent fluxes for a membrane partially permeable to the solute:

Jv = Lp(∆p− σRT∆c) (2.4)

js = ωRT∆c+ (1− σ)c̄Jv , (2.5)

with Lp, σ and ω being the filtration, reflection and permeation coefficients of the mem-

brane, respectively. For an ideally semipermeable membrane, σ = 1, for a completely

permeable to the solute, σ = 0.

A considerable drawback of models based on irreversible thermodynamics is that no

insight into the transport mechanisms within the membrane is provided. The mem-

brane is essentially treated as a “black box”[90], independent of membrane geometry

and properties. Consequently, for the description of transport through membranes of

specified structure, mechanistic models are used, which are based on either a homoge-

neous (non-porous) membrane or pore membrane (or a combination of both)[91]. The

main difference between those models is that transport in non-porous membranes is

exclusively mediated by diffusion, while transport in pore membranes may result from

diffusive as well as convective flow[92]. A multitude of detailed models and simulations

of osmotic transport has been published which seek to provide insight into the full dy-

namics of osmosis and its underlying mechanisms, considering particle interactions[78]

and specific membrane geometries like carbon nanotubes[93].

Having described osmosis in general, the next section focuses on osmosis in water-
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in-oil emulsions, a process which is of particular importance for the sensor method

developed in this thesis.

2.1.2 Osmotically driven water transport in microdroplet systems

Osmotically driven water migration across an oil layer has been studied extensively

using single and double emulsions. While most literature on mass transfer in emulsions

refers to experiments with bulk emulsions, researchers have discovered microfluidics as a

tool to characterize emulsion properties using capillary video microscopy[94, 95, 96, 74,

97] or droplet trapping devices[33, 45, 98, 99]. Advantages of those newer approaches

are the more well-defined experimental systems compared to bulk emulsions and, in

case of trapping devices, the high number of identical experiments, which allows for a

detailed and quantitative investigation of molecular mechanisms.

Results from early microscopy studies with bulk double emulsions should be inter-

preted carefully, since a break-up of the thin oil phase, even a temporary one, can’t be

excluded (due to the experimental design). For example, Matsumoto et al. [100] found

water permeability of the oil layer to decrease with increasing osmotic pressure. On the

other hand, Garti and Romano-Pari[101] as well as Kinugasa et al. [102] reported on

decreasing water transport rates with decreasing osmotic pressure. Later on, Wen et

al. [96] explained the surprising trend observed by Matsumoto et al. with a breakdown

of the oil phase, resulting in leakage of water from the inner to the outer aqueous phase

which was not taken into account.

The molecular mechanisms by which water transport can be mediated is subject of

the next subsection.

Molecular water transport mechanisms in nonadhesive emulsions

Transport rates of water were reported to depend on various parameters of the ex-

perimental system, including the magnitude of osmotic pressure, concentration and

nature of surfactants (in water or oil phase), nature and specifically viscosity of oil,

and temperature[100, 103, 104]. In general, an increase in concentration of oil-soluble

surfactant was reported to increase the water transport rates[105, 94], whereas ef-

fects of the concentrations of water-soluble surfactants are less pronounced but more

complex[94, 105]. Combined with the separation distance between droplets, those pa-

rameters dictate the predominant molecular transport mode of water in oil. For ex-

ample, water transfer rates between visually contacting (but not adhering) and non-

contacting droplets were observed to differ considerably, which was attributed to a

change of the water transport mechanism[95]. Four main mechanisms facilitating water

transport between non-adhering aqueous compartments have been proposed (partially
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without being supported by direct evidence): water transport through thin lamella

of surfactant[106], and water transfer by diffusion of single molecules[100], reverse

micelles[106], or hydrated surfactants[104], respectively.

H2O 

A 

B 

H2O 

Water transport through 

oil phase 
H2O 

Figure 2.2: Mechanisms of water transfer between non-contacting droplets. Water transport is medi-
ated either by the diffusion of single water molecules (A) or by the diffusion of reverse
micelles comprising many water molecules (B).
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Figure 2.3: Mechanisms of water transfer between contacting droplets (depicted are the contact zones).
(A) Water transport through thin lamella of surfactant. (B) Water transport via the
diffusion of hydrated surfactants.

In the case of the droplets being separated by an oil layer of at least a few mi-

crons thickness (non-contacting case), water was reported to be transported either by

diffusion of single water molecules or diffusion of water molecules in reverse micelles

through the oil (Figure 2.2)[100, 106, 104]. Reverse micelles are small aggregates (up

to tens of nanometers) of surfactants, which may include molecules of the dispersed

phase or compounds which are soluble in the dispersed phase. Transport of single

molecules is easily described by partitioning of the water molecule into the oil phase

and subsequent diffusion, whereas the kinetics of the reverse micelle mechanism are still

unclear[107, 108]. Various studies investigating the kinetics of solubilization (encapsu-

lation of water in micelles) concluded, that micelles neither form at nor adsorb to the
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droplet interfaces[109, 107]. Instead, water molecules were reported to partition into

the oil phase prior to the incorporation in micelles or the formation of micelles and vice

versa for release of the water molecules from reverse micelles. Since experimental re-

sults have been equivocal, there is an ongoing discussion on the extent to which reverse

micelles affect the solubility of water in oil and the transfer rates of water[110, 111].

When in close contact, two further water transport mechanisms were reported. Ac-

cording to Kita et al. [106], thermal fluctuation of the droplet interfaces might lead to

spontaneous formation of “surfactant lamellae” between two aqueous compartments,

through which water is transported. This model is similar to a pore flow model with

transient pores. Colinart et al. [104] proposed the “hydrated surfactant” model, ac-

cording to which surfactants hydrate at the droplet’s interface, diffuse through the oil,

and dehydrate at the opposed oil-water interface. Since the diffusion length of hydrated

surfactants is shorter than a few microns[104], the mechanism was expected to be im-

portant for thin oil layers. Indeed, most recently, in the longest atomistic simulation of

a microemulsion system (simulation time of 1 µs) evidence for the hydrated surfactant

mechanism was found[112].

These transfer mechanisms form the basis for the subsequent discussion of current

literature on osmotically driven water transport in emulsions. As the surfactant used

in this thesis is nonadhesive, i.e. it doesn’t promote adhesion between droplets, focus

is placed on nonadhesive emulsions.

Osmotically driven water transport in nonadhesive emulsions

About a decade ago, Wen and Papadopoulos were able to form and observe single wa-

ter droplets (W1) at defined locations in an oil-phase (O) surrounded by a suspending

aqueous phase (W2), using microcapillary video microscopy[95] (Figure 2.4). They ap-

plied the system to investigate osmotically driven water transport in emulsions with

the two aqueous phases W1 and W2 either in visual contact or separated by a “micro-

scopically detectable minimum distance”[95, 94, 96]. Osmotic pressure was generated

by using various aqueous solutions of sodium chloride with concentrations ranging from

0.1 M to 5 M. The internal droplet W1 always comprised the lower solute concentration

and shrank until equilibrium state was reached (Figure 2.4). The final radii were re-

ported to be in good agreement with the theoretical predictions for every experiment.

Up to now, this set of experiments[95, 94, 96] delivers the most quantitative infor-

mation about osmotically driven water transfer in non-adhesive water-in-oil(-in-water)

emulsions. Hence, their results will be critically reviewed in the following section.

For the droplet W1 and the aqueous phase W2 being separated by more than a few

micrometer thick oil layer, Wen and Papadopoulos reported diffusion of reverse micelles

as well as spontaneous emulsification to be the predominant water transport processes.
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Figure 2.4: Image sequence taken from an experiment performed by Wen and Papadopoulos, showing
the shrinkage of an aqueous droplet (W1) in contact to a second aqueous phase (W2). W1
comprised 0.1 M of sodium chloride, and W2 5 M. Image quality and lack of a scale is
due to the original images, which are adapted from Ref. [96].

However, in visual contact of the aqueous phases, transport via hydrated surfactants

was suggested.

In non-contacting arrangements, transport rates were about one order of magnitude

lower compared to contacting arrangements, and independent of the separation dis-

tance between the droplets[95]. Furthermore, transfer rates always remained constant

during one experiment until the final concentration was reached, albeit concentration

differences decreased due to the droplet’s shrinkage[96]. Surprisingly, in the presence

of salt in both aqueous phases, transport rates measured in different experiments de-

creased with an decreasing initial salt concentration difference between the aqueous

phases[96]. For the latter observation no explanation was found.

For visually contacting organizations of the aqueous phases and constant osmotic

pressure5, water transport rates remained constant during each experiment [95, 96] and

rose linearly with the magnitude of the concentration difference applied. In case of the

presence of salt in both aqueous phases, water transport rates were initially constant

over a wide range of concentration differences and then dropped asymptotically to

zero, thus showing a nonlinear relationship between concentration difference and water

transport rate[96].

They concluded that, in their experiments, all water transport mechanisms were

controlled by interfacial processes rather than being limited by diffusion within the oil

membrane (as suggested by Magdassi et al. [113], Garti[114], and Colinart et al [104]).

Similar conclusions had been drawn by Caroll et al. [115] and Chen et al. [116] when

studying water transfer in bulk emulsions.

The experiments performed by Wen and Papadopoulos are disputable in two major

points.

5W1 was composed of pure water and only W2 comprised salt.
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First, the salt concentrations used were very high. As a consequence, interactions

between sodium ions and chloride ions lead to deviations from van’t Hoff’s equation for

dilute solutions (see section 2.1.1), which can be quantified by the osmotic coefficient

Φ (see (2.2), page 16). According to lists published by Pitzer et al. [88] and Hamer

and Wu[87], the osmotic activity coefficient of a 5.0 M/kg NaCl solution is Φ5 = 1.19,

and for a 1.0 M/kg NaCl solution Φ1 = 0.93. Thus, a nonlinear dependence of water

transfer rate on solute concentration difference is expected, even though the water

transfer rate might depend linearly on the osmotic pressure. In particular, the nonlinear

relationship between salt concentration difference and transport rate observed by Wen

and Papadopoulos is not surprising and may not be used to justify a switch of water

transfer mechanisms.

Second, albeit Wen’s and Papadopoulos’ results suggested that no ions were trans-

ported across the oil phase (e.g. droplets were reported to equilibrate at the theoreti-

cally predicted volumes), this conclusion was proven wrong by Cheng et al. in 2007[97]6.

Using an identical experimental set-up as well as similar oil and surfactant types, Cheng

and coworkers observed migration of chloride ions across the oil phase from one aque-

ous phase to the other, where precipitates were formed. However, the transport of ions

seemed to stop after few minutes and only unidirectional ion flow in direction of the

concentration gradient was observed[97]. Therefore, further experiments are needed to

draw definite conclusions, but nevertheless, Wen’s and Papadopoulos’ results should be

carefully interpreted with permeability to chloride ions in mind.

Still, the surprising decrease of transport rates for decreasing initial salt concentration

differences in a non-contacting arrangement can’t be explained. It may be hypothe-

sized, that the decrease is due to a increasing concentration of salt in W1 rather than

a decreasing concentration difference between the aqueous phases, since experiments

with constant concentration difference but varying salt concentration in W1 were not

performed. In this case, either sodium ions or chloride ions had to permanently influ-

ence the transport kinetics of the system, e.g. by interacting with the droplet interfaces.

Based on the results of Cheng and coworkers, chloride ions would be best candidate.

Besides transfer of chloride ions, Cheng also observed water flux between the aqueous

phases.

Indeed, in most cases, the oil-membrane is permeable to both, water molecules and

solutes comprised in the aqueous phase. Hence, the magnitude of the osmotic effect

depends on the relative timescales of water and solute transfer processes: if water

transfer rates are much higher than rates of solute transfer (caused by diffusion and

solute concentration gradient), droplets change sizes[45, 96, 33]. In case solutes migrate

6Prior, Sela et al. [117] published a similar results, but swelling-breakdown of the emulsion could not
be excluded.
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much more rapidly through the oil phase, droplet sizes remain stable[34, 32, 62]. Thiam

et al. [45] demonstrated the dependency of transport rates nicely by generating binary

adhesive droplet pairs forming a bilayer. One droplet type consisted of pure water

(labeled with methylene blue) and the other type contained electrolytes. In less than

one minute, the volume of pure water droplets decreased to few percent of its initial size

and the droplet comprising electrolytes grew in size and became slightly colored. Hence,

the transport rate of water through the bilayer was faster than the one of methylene

blue, and both in turn much faster than the transport rate of the electrolytes.

Osmotically driven water transport through bilayer membranes

As described by Thiam et al. adhesion of droplets can mediate a faster exchange of

water and solutes, since the neighbouring droplets are separated by very thin mem-

branes of nanometer thickness[44, 45, 118]. In addition, the permeability of a bilayer

membrane depends on its fluidity, which was already observed for vesicles by Lande

et al. in 1995[119] and verified for droplets by Kato et al. [120] and Thiam et al. [45]:

the lower the fluidity, the lower the permeability of the bilayer. The permeation of

water molecules through bilayers is most frequently described by the solution-diffusion

mechanism[121], according to which water molecules first partition into the hydropho-

bic phase and then diffuse across[122, 123]. Diffusion within the membrane has to be

the rate limiting process, and ideally, water (or solute) transport is exclusively driven

by a concentration gradient at constant pressure within the membrane[92]. Then, wa-

ter flux through the membrane j(t) is proportional to the concentration gradient ∆c,

j(t) = −P/l∆c, where l is the membrane thickness, and P the permeability coefficient

of the membrane (which may depend not only on the membrane, but also on the nature

of the solvent)[92]. The solution-diffusion model has also been successfully applied to

describe water transfer in dilute, nonadhesive emulsions by several researchers[124, 125].

Conclusive remarks

Despite all research, and because of contradictory results and a huge amount of different

systems, there is still a lack of understanding of the relations between water transport

and the system parameters, like osmotic pressure. Nonetheless, some microfluidic sys-

tems already exploit osmotic pressure across oil-layers or PDMS-membranes in order

to control droplets’ volumes and solute concentrations and induce crystallization of

proteins and salts [126, 99, 127]. In addition, evidence based on results published by

Schmitz et al. [30] and Joensson et al. [53] suggest that osmotic pressure caused by the

metabolic activity of cells gives rise to size changes of droplets: Schmitz and cowork-

ers observed a change of droplet sizes while incubating monodisperse droplets, some

of them containing yeast cells. After several minutes shrinkage of yeast containing
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droplets occurred. Recently, the same system was used by Joensson et al. to demon-

strate a method for size separation of microdroplets. While both authors assumed

osmosis to be the underlying mechanism, neither direct evidence was given nor further

investigations were provided.

2.1.3 Ostwald ripening and other processes

t 

Figure 2.5: Ostwald ripening of droplets. Due to the difference in Laplace pressure water is transferred
from droplets of smaller radii to droplets of larger radii.

Solvent transfer between droplets may also be induced by a mechanism independent

of the droplet compositions. Instead, heterogeneities in chemical potential are caused

by dissimilar droplet sizes[128, 111, 129]. These differences in chemical potential are

equilibrated by a process called Ostwald ripening7, which leads to the growth of larger

droplets at the expense of smaller ones[130, 67, 111] (Figure 2.5).

Thus, Ostwald ripening causes coarsening of emulsions, i.e. an increase in mean

droplet diameter, by transfer of solvent of the dispersed phase between single com-

partments of dispersed phase. Transport of the dispersed phase is mediated by the

same mechanisms as described previously (section 2.1.2), in particular by molecular

diffusion or transfer in (reverse) micelles[109]. This ripening process is a consequence

of the change in solubility C with the curvature of the droplet, which is approximately

described by the Kelvin equation

C(r) = Cinf exp(K/r), (2.6)

with Cinf being the bulk solubility of water in oil and K a system constant[131, 132].

The cause for this change in solubility, which is equivalent to a change in vapor pres-

sure, is the Laplace pressure ∆P = 2γ/r[133, 111, 134, 135]. The Laplace pressure

is the pressure difference between the inside and the outside of a droplets caused by

the surface tension γ[133]. Lifshitz and Slyozov[136] and, independently, Wagner[137]

formulated the first theory of Ostwald ripening, which became known as the LSW

7Named after the Nobel laureate Wilhelm Ostwald, who first described this process in 1896[66].
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(Lifshitz-Slyozov-Wagner) theory. Since then, it has been revised and further develop-

ment was achieved[130]. A detailed description of Ostwald ripening, which also appears

in all kinds of colloidal systems[138], can be found in the review given in Reference [111].

Contrary to Ostwald ripening and osmosis, other mechanisms like solubilization[108,

107], evaporation[139] and dissolution[140] exclusively lead to an efflux of water out

of a droplet into the continuous phase or the environment of a droplet. Microfluidics

provides, on the one hand, tools for the investigation of those processes. Huebner

and coworkers, for example, characterized the enhanced shrinkage of trapped droplets

exposed to oil flowing with different velocities[98]. On the other hand, microfluidic ap-

plications make use of these processes: shrinkage of droplets caused by evaporation and

dissolution has been used for concentration purposes[141, 140, 98], protein precipitation

and crystallization[142, 143, 144], and particle packing[143].

2.2 Solute transport in microdroplet systems

As described previously, heterogeneities in chemical potentials arising from differing

compositions of the droplets may lead to the transfer of solute or solvent between the

droplets. In most microfluidic applications though, significant size change of droplets,

i.e. the transfer of solvent, can be avoided by experimental design and the correct choice

of oil and surfactant type[34, 32, 62].

However, because of the diverse nature of solutes comprised in the droplets, pre-

venting cross-contamination of the droplets’ contents poses a much more complicated

challenge, in particular if long term storage is needed, e.g. in droplet libraries[64].

Hence, considerable effort has been put in the investigation and minimization of solute

exchange between droplets. Essentially, three ways of coping with leakage of com-

pounds exist: adaption of surfactant and oil, addition of molecules preventing leakage

or increasing solubility within the aqueous phase, and synthesis and use of molecules

specifically designed to stay inside the aqueous phase.

Many compounds, for example the fluorescent dye rhodamine 101, are highly soluble

in both water and oil and thus instantly diffuse into the continuous oil phase[32]. The

addition of 5% BSA (bovine serum albumin) was found to substantially reduce the

leakage of fluorescein into the oil[34], probably by increasing its solubility in the aqueous

phase. The initial assumption of BSA forming a barrier at the droplets interface[34]

was proven wrong by Skhiri and Gruner et al. [32].

Other molecules like coumarin-based fluorogenic substrates, which are widely used in

enzymatic assays, transfer very rapidly between the aqueous droplets. Woronoff et al.

met this problem by synthesizing a highly water soluble kind of such a substrate specif-

ically for application in microdroplet assays, preventing any leakage from droplets[35].
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Furthermore, they reported on a decreasing rate of solute exchange with increasing

solubility of solutes in the aqueous phase[35].

For lipophobic solutes, transport is facilitated by mechanisms similar to those re-

ported for water in section 2.1.2. Thus, rates of solute transport have been reported

to strongly depend on type of oil, nature and concentration of surfactant used, and, of

course, the chemical and physical properties of the compound itself[32, 45, 33, 34, 97,

145, 146]. An increase in surfactant concentration in the continuous phase generally

leads to a decrease in the retention of solutes, due to reverse micelles increasing their

solubility in the oil phase. Analogous to the case of water, different transfer mechanism

of solutes prevail for adhering, contacting, and non-contacting droplets.

In case of adhesion between the droplet interfaces, solute transfer is most frequently

described by two permeation models, the solution-diffusion mechanism[121, 92] and the

pore-flow mechanism[92]. According to the pore-flow model, compounds traverse the

bilayer through transient hydrophilic defects caused by thermal fluctuations (analo-

gously to the “surfactant lamellae mechanism” described in the previous section)[147].

Both models differ in the way the chemical potential gradient within the membrane

is expressed: within a perfect solution-diffusion membrane, only a concentration gra-

dient, and within a perfect pore-flow membrane, only a pressure gradient exists[92].

Permeation kinetics of halide anions like bromide, iodide, and chloride, for example,

are consistent with the solution-diffusion mechanism, whereas the pore mechanism was

reported to become relevant for cations under certain circumstances[117, 148].

Adhesion of droplets generally accelerates the exchange of compounds between the

droplets. However, if the oil phase between the droplets gets very thin (< 1µm) but no

adhesion occurs, solute transport may become significantly retarded. This effect was

observed by Cheng et al. [97] when investigating transport of chloride and silver ions

across an oil phase in a water-in-oil-in-water emulsion, and interpreted in terms of the

spatial confinement impeding the formation of micelles.

When aqueous compartments are separated by a distance larger than a few microns,

solute transfer is mediated either by partition and diffusion of single molecules or via

reverse micelles[35, 34, 32, 97, 74, 149].

As reported by Skhiri and Gruner et al. [32], the spatial organization of droplets

determines the equilibration time-scale of solutes in an nonadhesive emulsion. Their

model emulsion initially comprised monodisperse droplets with two differing concen-

trations of a fluorophor, whose subsequent transfer between the droplets compensated

for the initial concentration differences. Significant volume changes were prevented by

buffer osmolarities considerably higher than the osmolarity of the fluorophor. They

concluded that, on microscopic level, the equilibration was determined by transport

of fluorophores in reverse micelles, whereas on macroscopic level, the arrangement of
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droplets relatively to each other dictated the pace of equilibration. As naively expected,

computations yielded fastest equilibration for a perfectly alternating droplet configu-

ration, while equilibration time-scales of other arrangements may be several orders of

magnitude slower.

Albeit being an undesired property in the majority of microfluidic assays, there

are lots of applications exploiting the permeability of interfaces or the continuous

phase of emulsions to solutes, in academic research as well as in industry. For ex-

ample, transfer of solutes in emulsions is a key process in pharmaceutics for drug

delivery[150] ) and in chemistry for separation processes by means of ELMs (Emulsion

Liquid Membranes)[151, 152].

Albeit the sensor method presented in this thesis is based on the osmotically driven

transfer of solvent between droplets, solute transport has to be considered as well,

due to the non-ideal semipermeability of the oil membrane. For example, solutes which

partition significantly faster into the oil and other droplets than water do not contribute

to the osmotic pressure between droplets (in ideal case).
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3 Experimental set-up

For generation of water-in-oil droplets, microfluidic flow-focusing devices made of the

polymer PDMS (Polydimethylsiloxane), a silicone, were used (see also section 1.1). Mi-

crostructured PDMS blocks were fabricated in a multi-step process based on a process

called soft-lithography[153], which uses photolithographic methods to create a master

mold for the PDMS. In most experiments, monodisperse droplets comprising aqueous

solutions of sucrose or cell suspensions with a few cells per droplet were produced. Due

to its permeability to gases and water[28], PDMS (without any modifications) isn’t

well-suited for long term storage of droplets. Therefore, droplets were transferred to

a gas-tight incubation chamber made of glass for incubation and observation by video

microscopy.

3.1 Design and fabrication of microfluidic devices

This section describes the production of the microfluidic devices from the fabrication of

a master geometry, to the generation of silicone replica and the assembly of the device.

A scheme of the prototyping of PDMS replica is depicted in Figure 3.2.

3.1.1 Fabrication of a SU-8 silicon master by photolithography

Photomasks were designed with the help of QCAD (Ribbonsoft, Andrew Mustun) and

printed on a flexible transparency (PMS-12 Super-High Res Mask Film, J. D. Photo-

Tools) (Figure 3.1). This was used to create a master of the desired structure on a

silicon wafer (type: P/Boron, orientation: 100, thickness: 256-306 µm, diameter: 2” ±
0.015”; Si-Mat Silicon Materials Inc.) by means of contact photolithography[154, 25].

All steps described in the master fabrication procedure were performed under clean

room conditions. Prior to their use, silicon wafers were dried for at least 30 minutes in

a drying oven at 230 °C and dust was removed with a stream of nitrogen. For photoresist

coating, approximately 2 ml of photonegative resist (NANO SU-8 25; Microchem) were

pipetted onto a wafer mounted to a Delta 10 coating centrifuge (BLE Laboratory

Equipment GmbH).

Then, a two-step spin-coating procedure was performed.Rotation speeds as well as

all parameters used later on are listed in Table 3.1. Subsequently, coated wafers (Figure
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Figure 3.1: Photomask comprising a geometry for droplet production. White regions are transparent
on the transparency (except of the scale). Scale is 5 mm.

3.2 B) were baked on a hot plate first at 65 °C, and then at 95 °C. In this so-called Soft

Bake step the solvent evaporates, with the step-wise heating reducing thermal tensions

in the resist. Next, the photomask transparency was cut to fit a 49 mm x 49 mm glass

slide and attached to it with a few water drops, with the printed side pointing away

from the glass slide (Figure 3.2 A). For exposure, the photomask composite was fixed

to a mask aligner with the transparency facing the subjacent wafer and both brought

in contact. By illuminating the coated wafer with UV light for 7 s through the mask,

uncovered regions of photoresist were selectively cross-linked (Figure 3.2 C). Right after

exposure, cross-linking process was completed by another heating cycle on a hot plate

(“Post Exposure Bake”). In order to remove the unexposed photoresist, the wafer was

then developed in mr-Dev 600 developer (micro resist technology GmbH) under gentle

agitation for about 2 minutes (Figure 3.2 D). Subsequently, the wafer was rinsed with

fresh developer and then with isopropanol to terminate the development process, and

dried in a stream of nitrogen. Finally, the wafer was put in the drying oven for at least

30 min at 170 °C (Hard Bake).

Table 3.1: Fabrication of SU-8 master molds.

Step Parameter

Spin coating 500 rpm: 5s 1800 rpm: 35 s

Soft bake 65°C: 3 min 95°C: 10 min

Exposure 7 s

Post exposure bake 65°C: 1 min 95°C: 3 min

Development 2 min in mrDev-600 developer

10 s in mrDEV-600 isopropanol
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Figure 3.2: Prototyping of PDMS replica. A
silicon wafer coated with photore-
sist (B) is brought in contact with
the photomask (mounted on a glass
slide) (A) and exposed to UV light
(C). After removal of the unexposed
photoresist only illuminated, cross-
linked regions remain, yielding a
master of the structure (D). Mi-
crostructured PDMS replica are gen-
erated by casting a mixture of the
monomer and the crosslinker onto
the SU-8 master (E) and peeling it
off after curing (F).

Prior to their first use, the SU-8 mas-

ters were passivated with perfluorooctyl-

trichlorosilane (ABCR GmbH & Co. KG)

to allow for an easy removal of PDMS

later on. This step wasn’t performed in

a clean room. For silanization, 500 µl of

silane were pipetted in a small petri dish

standing in a desiccator comprising the SU-

8 masters. After decreasing the pressure

down to approximately 10 mbar by a vac-

uum pump, the pump was removed and

the desiccator remained closed for at least

4 h. Subsequently, the wafers were rinsed

with ethanol, blow-dried with nitrogen and

stored in 2.5” petri dishes.

3.1.2 Fabrication of silicone replica

The SU-8 silicon masters were used as cast-

ing molds to fabricate structured PDMS

devices. To initiate the polymerisation of

the polymer, its two liquid components, a

siloxane (the monomer) and a crosslinker

(Sylgard 184 Silicone Elastomer Kit, Dow

Corning GmbH), were thoroughly mixed in

a weight ratio of 10:1. The mixture was

evacuated in a desiccator for 15 min un-

til no bubbles were visible. Then, it was

casted onto the structured SU-8 masters

situated in medium sized petri dishes un-

til a PDMS height of approximately 5 mm

was reached (Figure 3.2 E). After another

evacuation to remove any remaining bub-

bles, the petri dish was heated in an oven at

65 °C for at least two hours. The hardened

PDMS block was carefully detached from

the petri dish with the help of a scalpel and

ethanol. Afterwards, the PDMS replica

(Figure 3.2 F) could be easily peeled off
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of the SU-8 master and cut to size. Future inlets and outlets of 0.5 mm diameter were

punched using a hand puncher (Harris Uni-Core 0.5 mm, Ted Pella Inc.). For further

use, both, PDMS replica and SU-8 master, were rinsed with ethanol and blow dried

with nitrogen.

3.1.3 Assembly of microfluidic devices

Glass slice (60 x 24 mm) 

PDMS  

replica 

Tubings 
B 

Aqueous droplets in oil 

A 

Figure 3.3: (A) Photograph of the microfluidic device used for droplet generation. It consists of a
microstructured PDMS replica covalently bound to a coverslip. (B) Schematic side view
of the microfluidic device.

With the help of coverslips the PDMS replica were sealed tightly, resulting in leakproof

microfluidic devices (Figure 3.3 A and B). Coverslips measuring 24 mm x 60 mm were

cleaned in a 30% alkaline extran (Extran MA01; Merck) solution in an ultrasonic bath

for 15 min. After the ultrasonication was repeated with the coverslips placed in ultra-

pure water (MilliQ water), they were dried under a stream of nitrogen. For the sealing,

coverslip and PDMS replica were subjected to an oxygen plasma (100-E Plasma Sys-

tem, PVA TePla AG) for 17 s at 150 W and 0.5 mbar, and quickly brought into contact,

applying slight pressure. The plasma activation introduces Si-OH (silanol) groups on

both surfaces which render the surfaces hydrophilic and form covalent Si-O-Si bonds on

contact[153, 155]. To strengthen the seal and accelerate the recovery of non-hydrophilic

surfaces, the microfluidic device was heated in an oven for 30 min at 65 °C[156].

Hydrophobic channel surfaces needed for the manipulation of water-in-oil emulsions

were obtained by rinsing the channels with Ombrello (moton automotive Deutschland).

To this a 1 ml syringe (Omnifix-F, B. Braun Melsungen AG) with a cannula (Microlance

3, BD) filled with Ombrello was connected to an inlet of the microfluidic device via a

polyethylene tubing (Fine Bore Polyethylene Tubing; 0.28 mm ID, 0.61 mm OD; Smiths

Medical). Generally, Ombrello was stored in aliquots under argon atmosphere. In a

final step, the channels were flushed with air, once again using a syringe.

To increase stability of the microfluidic devices, the coverslips were fixed to standard
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26 mm x 67 mm glass slides (Carl Roth) using adhesive tape.

3.2 Droplet generation

fluorinated oil 

fluorinated oil 

aqueous 

phase 

microdroplets 

inlet for oil inlet for aque- 

ous phase 

flow-focusing  

geometry 

outlet filter 

16 mm 

Figure 3.4: Schematic of a channel geometry used for droplet generation. Tubings are connected to
the inlets and the outlet, respectively. The filter structure downstream of the oil inlet
prevents larger dirt particles from entering the channels. Droplets are generated by the
flow-focusing geometry shown in the micrograph. Scale is 50 µm.

Monodisperse aqueous droplets in a fluorocarbon oil (FC-40, Acros Organics) were

generated by microfluidic devices with flow-focusing geometries (Figure 3.4). In these

geometries, break-up of an aqueous flow is induced by perpendicular streams of oil (Fig-

ure 3.4, micrograph), as already described in section 1.2. Filter structures downstream

of the inlets prevented larger dirt particles from clogging the orifice (the end of the

aqueous channel, at which droplets are formed). In case the aqueous phase comprised

cells, devices lacking the respective filter were used (Figure 3.4), as cells usually got

stuck in the filter structure. To stabilize the droplets and prevent unspecific adsorption

of biomolecules a PFPE–PEG block-copolymer surfactant (Krytox PEG 600 Diblock,

19 mM) was added to the oil phase, passivating the droplet interfaces. Synthesis of

the surfactant was done by Jan-Willi Janiesch as published in Reference [10].He also

determined the surface tension between aqueous and oil phases stabilized by 19 mM

Krytox PEG 600 surfactant to approximately 30 mN/m.

The aqueous and the oil solutions were put in 1 ml syringes with cannulas, which

were connected to the inlets of the PDMS device via polyethylene-tubings. Flow control

was provided by precision syringe pumps (Aladdin-1000, World Precision Instruments),

flowing the aqueous stream at 50 - 100 µl/h and the oil stream at 200 - 300 µl/h through

a 20 µm wide orifice (Figure 3.4, micrograph). Droplet generation was microscopically
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observed through a 20x objective mounted on an Axiovert 200 microscope (Carl Zeiss

MicroImaging GmbH) equipped with an ORCA-ER camera (Hamamatsu). This al-

lowed for the adjustment of flow rates until the desired droplet size and generation

rate was reached. Sizes ranged from 15 to 100 µm in diameter. After the adjustment,

droplet production was allowed to stabilize for a few minutes.

To transfer the droplets to an incubation chamber, they were collected in a small

pipette tip stuck to the outlet hole. When a sufficient amount of droplets was collected

(usually after a couple of seconds), the rear of the pipette tip was closed by a gloved

fingertip and the tip was pulled out. Droplets were released simply by removing the

finger.

Despite a tubing connected to the outlet seems to be the easiest way for the transfer

of droplets, it turned out to often lead to coalescence of droplets, presumably caused by

electrostatic interactions with the tubing. Using the pipette tip considerably reduced

the number of events, but coalescence persisted to occur occasionally, dependent on

buffers and channel geometries used. Buffers of high salinity were observed to cause

coalescence more frequently than buffers of low salinity.

Unfortunately, the attachment of the pipette tip altered the pressure conditions in the

channels, and consequently also the droplet sizes. Since the frame rate of the camera was

too slow to capture the droplets flowing through a channel in the microfluidic device, no

precise size measurement was possible. Hence, the initial radii of the collected droplets

could not be precisely measured upon transfer to the incubation chamber.

3.3 Observation and incubation of droplets

For all experiments, droplets were transferred to self-made observation and incubation

chambers (Figure 3.5). The chamber consisted of two glass slides forming bottom and

top of the chamber, which were separated by two glass spacers of 130 - 160 µm height,

and was sealed air-tight with dentists’ glue (twinsil picodent Dental-Produktions- und

Vertriebs-GmbH). A schematic of a chamber is depicted in Figure 3.5. Attempts to use

incubation devices made of PDMS didn’t succeed, since the PDMS is permeable to gas

and water[28, 27] and induced droplet shrinkage, even when saturated with water.

The surfaces of all glass slides (Carl Roth, 24 mm x 60 mm, height 0.13-0.16 mm)

were rendered hydrophobic by treating them with Ombrello. To accomplish this, 100

µl of Ombrello were put on a coverslip which was then covered by another coverslip.

After one minute of incubation, the coverslips were separated, rinsed thoroughly with

ultrapure water and dried under a stream of nitrogen. This procedure was repeated

with the untreated sides of the coverslips. Spacers of about 5 mm x 10 mm size were

cut out of the treated coverslips using a glass cutter. While collecting droplets in the
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Figure 3.5: Schematic side view (A) and top view (B) of the chamber used for incubation and obser-
vation of the droplets.

pipette tip, glass spacers were put on the bottom glass slide and the area between them

was covered with a thin film of oil, to which subsequently the droplets were transferred.

Immediately thereafter, another glass slide was put on top of the glass spacers. Air

bubbles were pushed out under application of slight pressure. The interior, exclusively

filled with oil and droplets, was then sealed gas-tight with two-component glue and

the chamber was directly transferred to a microscope for observation. Typically, time-

lapses with imaging intervals ranging from 2 min to 10 min, and total acquisition times

up to 48 h were recorded. Lateral drifting of droplets was a common problem, caused by

tilted glass slides or the buoyancy-driven reorganization of droplets from a multilayer

to monolayer arrangement.

3.4 Static systems - droplets comprising fixed amounts of

solutes

Static systems were composed of two types of droplets containing fixed amounts of

solutes. Most experiments were performed with droplets of different sucrose concentra-

tions ranging from 10 µM to 800 mM. Furthermore, dilutions of bromphenol blue and

YPD medium (Fisher Scientific, YPD-Broth, Molecular Genetics Powder) were used.

Droplets of both types were generated in one microfluidic device comprising two sepa-

rate flow-focusing geometries (Figure 3.6). Mixing the droplet types in the microfluidic

device was found to yield a better degree of mixing than mixing droplets produced

in distinct devices, which usually resulted in the formation of regions of one droplet

type. The simultaneous production allowed to tune the sizes and production rates of
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the droplet types relatively to each other. Usually, initial droplet radii were chosen to

differ in size in order to be able to distinguish between the two droplet types optically.

Inlets for aque- 

ous phases  

Oil  

inlets 

Flow 

focusing 

geometries 

Outlet 

Reservoir 

Figure 3.6: Schematic of a microfluidic
device comprising two flow-
focusing geometries for si-
multaneous production of two
droplet types, differing in
content, size and generation
rates. Scale is 2.5 mm.

Two syringes filled with oil and the differing

aqueous solutions each were attached to the in-

lets of the device and droplet generation and ob-

servation was performed as described in sections

3.2 and 3.3.

For imaging of the mixed droplet ensemble, the

observation chamber was mounted on a Zeiss Ax-

iovert 200 Microscope equipped with an 20x ob-

jective (ZeissLD A-Plan 0.3 Phase 1) and an Orca

ER camera (Hamamatsu Photonics). Image ac-

quisition was done by Wasabi (Hamamatsu Pho-

tonics), recording 16 bit images with a resolu-

tion of 1344 x 1024 pixels (10 ms exposure time,

0.312 µm per pixel). Unfortunately, image ac-

quisition was severely hampered by large focus

drifts, which resulted from a descending objec-

tive. Thus, over some periods, no determination

of the droplets’ radii was possible.

After an experiment, all channels of the mi-

crofluidic device were rinsed with ultra pure wa-

ter to avoid clogging.

3.5 Dynamic systems

Like static systems, dynamic systems were also composed of two droplet types, however

one type contained a catalytically active compound, a cell or an enzyme, in addition

to just the growth medium or substrate. Therefore, in one droplet type the amount of

solutes got altered with time whereas it remained fixed in the other.

3.5.1 Droplets comprising yeast

Yeast cultures (Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Baker’s yeast) were grown overnight in YPD1

medium (Fisher Scientific, YPD-Broth, Molecular Genetics Powder) with shaking at

30 °C. The cell suspension was centrifuged for 2 min at 6000 rpm and resuspended in

fresh YPD medium prior to injection into the microfluidic device. Manual agitation of a

small magnetic stirrer added to the suspension in the syringe prevented the settlement

1Yeast (Extract) Peptone Dextrose
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of cells. Both, droplets with and without cells, were produced by a single flow-focusing

geometry randomly distributing yeast cells in monodisperse droplets. The distribution

of cells in droplets should follow a Poisson distribution[157, 158], provided the cells do

not agglutinate.

Droplets were generated and prepared for observation as described in sections 3.2

and 3.3. Flow rates were adjusted so that about half of the droplets were empty. For

imaging, the same set-up as in the static system case was used.

Live/dead screening

For the live/dead assay, yeast was cultured as described above. Dead cells were prepared

by heating a yeast cell suspension (2 ml) for 5 min at 80 °C. Dead and live cells

were washed twice with staining buffer (pH 7.5, 100 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM

CaCl2 , 0.5 mM MgCl2). After mixing live and dead cell samples, 4 ml of a 1 mg/ml

propidium iodide solution (P3566, Invitrogen) was added to the yeast suspension (2 ml)

and incubated for 15 min at room temperature. The suspension was washed twice with

staining buffer, resuspended in fresh YPD medium, and then used for droplet generation

as described in section 3.2. Fluorescence and bright field images were taken with a

Zeiss Axiovert 200M Laser-Scanning-Microscope equipped with an 20x objective (Zeiss

LD Plan-Neofluar, 0.4 Korr) and a helium-neon laser (543 nm, LGK 7786 P100, Lasos

Lasertechnik GmbH) using the image acquisition software Pascal 5 (Zeiss). Resolutions

were 2048 x 2048 pixels (0.57 µs per pixel) for bright field and 512 x 512 pixels (6.4 ms

per pixel) for fluorescence images (field of view: 450 µm x 450 µm).

3.5.2 Droplets comprising E. Coli

E.Coli (Strain BL21(DE3), Novabiochem) were plated on an agar plate and incubated

overnight at 37 °C. An isolated colony was picked with the tip of a pipette, which

was added to a conical flask containing approximately 20 ml of instant LB2 medium

(Sigma-Aldrich Inc.). The flask was incubated at 37 °C and 60 rpm overnight. Both,

conical flask as well as LB medium, were autoclaved prior to use. The overnight culture

was diluted to an optical density OD600 = 0.01 (absorption of the suspension at λ =

600 nm) with fresh LB medium . For measurement of the optical density by means

of a spectrophotometer (Nanodrop ND-1000, Peqlap Biotechnologie GmbH), 3 µl of

the suspension were used, and each measurement was repeated four times. Sterile

LB medium was used as Blank measurement. For experiments, 1 ml of the diluted

suspension containing 100 µg/ml ampicillin trihydrate (Serva Electrophoresis GmbH)

was drawn into a syringe. A stock solution of 1 mg ampicillin in 1 ml hydrochloric acid

was prepared, which was stored at 4 °C and diluted 1:100 with LB medium prior to use.

2LB is short for lysogeny broth.
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As in the yeast experiments, a magnetic stirrer was added to the syringe comprising the

suspension to prevent the settlement of the bacteria due to gravity. Droplet generation

and observation was performed as described in sections 3.2 and 3.3. The remaining

suspension of the overnight culture was put in a 50 ml falcon tube and used as a

positive growth control. The tube was situated in the incubator of the Axiovert 200 M

microscope upon start of microscopic observation at 37 °C and 5 % CO2.

3.5.3 Enzymatic system

BSA (bovine serum albumin; Sigma-Aldrich) combined with proteinase K (Proteinase

K from Tritirachium album; Sigma-Aldrich) was used as model for an enzymatic system.

As for the static systems (section 3.4), two different droplet types were produced, one

type comprising only the substrate (type b) and the other the enzyme in addition

(type a). Immediately after mixing the enzyme with the substrate, the mixture was

drawn into a syringe and droplets were produced, collected, transferred and observed

as described previously. The two aqueous phases consisted of a digestion buffer (30 mM

Tris-HCl, pH 8, 10 mM CaCl2, 0.02 mM BSA) with and without 10 µg/ml proteinase

K, respectively. Activity of proteinase K was verified by a SDS-PAGE3-based digestion

assay. Upon completion of the enzyme-substrate reaction, i.e. complete digestion of the

substrate, whether in the droplet or in the syringe, the osmolarity of type a droplets was

expected to be at least tenfold higher than the osmolarity of b droplets, since proteinase

K cleaves BSA at dozens of sites (313 sites are listed in Ref. [159]).

3.6 Osmolarity of solutions

The osmolarities of YPD medium were measured five times each with a cryoscopic

osmometer (Osmomat 030, Gonotec). To determine the osmolarity of depleted YPD

media, water and ethanol were removed in vacuo at 80° C. The residue was resolved in

an equal amount of distilled water.

3sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
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4 Image processing and data analysis

Micrographs of droplets were processed and analyzed by self-written routines, which

relied on a Hough transform for the tracking of droplets. In this chapter, after a short

introduction on the Hough transform in general, the working principle of both, the

applied Hough transform and the routines used for droplet detection will be presented.

Subsequently, the further processing of the gathered data, including the calculation

of mean concentrations and volumes as well as the estimation initial radii, will be

described.

4.1 Droplet detection by Hough transform

For the detection of the circular shape of droplets in the recorded micrographs and the

determination of their radii, Matlab (MATLAB version 7 and version 8, The Math-

Works Inc., 2010, Natick, Massachusetts, equipped with image processing and signal

processing toolboxes) routines based on a Hough transform written by Tao Peng[160]

were used. This algorithm detects geometric patterns in digital grayscale images by

performing a voting procedure in a parameter space, the Hough or accumulator space,

in which each point describes an instance of the geometric pattern.

The transform is named after Paul V. C. Hough, who invented the basic method in

his patent “methods and means for recognizing complex patterns” in 1962[161], origi-

nally to recognize particle tracks in binary pictures obtained from a bubble chamber.

He geometrically described a transform which maps colinear points in the image plane

to intersecting straight lines in the “plane transform”, the parameter space. The first

algebraic description of this procedure was given by Azriel Rosenfeld in 1969[162], who

also proposed the representation of the transform space as an array of counters, so that

pixels lying on a straight line in the image give rise to a high array value. In 1972, Duda

and Hart[163] published a modification of the transform for line detection, which cir-

cumvented some computational problems by choosing an alternative parametrization,

and proposed a method for circle detection. This algorithm got generalized to the de-

tection of lines[164] and circles in gray level images by Kimme, Ballard and Sklansky in

1975 [165], using gradient information to improve and accelerate detection. Since then,

various improvements and modifications of the Hough transform have been made, al-
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lowing to detect analytical and non-analytical shapes[166, 167] as well as 3-dimensional

shapes[168].

The working principle of the method published by Kimme, Ballard and Sklansky[165],

which is the basis of the Hough transform used in this work, will be sketched in the

following paragraph.

Figure 4.1: (A) Right half of a micrograph showing a monolayer of droplets. Scale is 50 µm. (B) Ab-
solute value of the gradient of the image shown in (A). (C) Parameter space for the image
shown in (A) considering droplet radii from 12 µm to 25 µm. Bright pixels correspond to
a high accumulator and indicate a potential candidate for a center of a circle, that is, of
a droplet in (A).

First, in a grayscale image (Figure 4.1 A), edge enhancement followed by thresholding

for noise reduction is performed. The result is a black-and-white image with bright

edges on dark background. The gradient information (direction and absolute value

(Figure 4.1 B)) gained in the procedure of edge detection is used to later on to accelerate

the algorithm and to detect the circles’ radii.

In the second step, the binary image (Figure 4.2 A) is transformed into parameter

space (also called Hough space) to find candidates for centers of circles (ac, bc) in the

image. Since circles can be parametrized by the center coordinates (a, b) and the

radius r, every circle is described by a point (a, b, r) in three-dimensional parameter

space {a, b, r}. The radius r′ of the circles searched for, or a range of radii [r′min, r
′
max],

has to be known in advance. Around a pixel (x, y) on an edge a (digitized) circle of

radius r′ is drawn, its circumference comprising the possible centers (a, b) of circles that

run through the edge point (x, y) (Figure 4.2 B). For each point (a, b) an accumulator

in parameter space at (a, b, r′) is increased by unity (voting process) (Figure 4.2 B).

This procedure is repeated for each edge pixel (x, y) in the binary image, resulting in

high counts in the accumulation array if a circle of radius r′ in the grayscale image is

located at (a, b) (Figure 4.2 C). The resulting final accumulation array (Figure 4.1 C) is
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Figure 4.2: Working principle of the Hough transform. (A) Schematic of a digitized circle of radius r
in an binary image comprising an edge point (x, y). (B) Voting process in parameter space
for the edge point (x, y) and a searched radius r′ = r. In the accumulation array {a, b, r′},
counts of possible centers of circles (a, b) are increased by unity. (C) Repetition of the
voting process for other edge points (xj , yj) leads to high counts at pixels (a, b) comprising
a center of a circle in the grayscale image.

smoothed and thresholded to obtain the candidates for the centers of circles as maxima

of the accumulation array.If a range of radii is given, the procedure is repeated for every

(digitized) r′ in [r′min, r
′
max]. Since more points lie on the circumference of larger circles,

accumulators for each r′ have to be normalized by multiplying with 1/r′ for the voting

process. Subsequently, the radius of a circle at (a, b) can be estimated by picking the

radius r′ for which the accumulator at (a, b, r′) is highest.

The Hough transform algorithm used in this work differs slightly from the previously

described technique, mainly in the process of radius determination: First, a total accu-

mulator array for all radii in [r′min, r
′
max] is computed to find candidates for the centers

of circles. Then, the radii for a located center are estimated by computing the maxima

of a signature curve s(r) of the radial gradient.

4.2 Tracking of droplets

The previously described Hough transform was embedded into a self-written Matlab

routine determining centers and radii of microdroplets and tracking them over time in

a sequence of images.

In order to optimize droplet detection, input parameters of the Hough transform

were manually adjusted for each experiment. Visual feedback was provided by marking

and numbering the detected centers and drawing the respective circles in micrograph.
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Typically, values in the ranges of 5 - 8 for gradient threshold, 0.5 - 1 for concentric

circles parameter and 20 - 35 for the radius of the smoothing filter were set. Minimum

and maximum radii in pixels were chosen according to preliminary size measurements

in ImageJ[169], considering droplet dimensions in initial and final state. Since the

Hough transform is computationally intensive and a wider range of radii impairs the

detection of circles, the radius range was chosen as small as possible, resulting in typical

computation times of 20 - 90 s per image.

As shown in Figure 4.1 A, droplets exhibit a distinct boundary in bright field mi-

crographs. The thickness and sharpness of this rim is caused by refractive effects and

dependent on the position of the focal plane as well as the solute concentration inside

the droplet. For analysis, only the outer radii of the droplets were considered, albeit

the inner radii were detected as well (Figure 4.3). If more than two concentric circles

per droplet were detected, only the two smallest radii were saved.

Figure 4.3: Overlay of a bright field micrograph and the detected centers and radii of the circular
shaped droplets. The section on the right is similar to the image shown in Figure 4.1 A.
Usually, inner and outer radii of droplets were detected and marked separately. Scale is
50 µm.

To follow the size change of individual droplets over time, i.e. over different images

of a time-lapse, a simple tracking technique was applied. Two droplets on images of

consecutive points in time were identified with each other, if the center of a droplet

lay in a circular droplet area of the previous point in time (or, if this condition was
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not met, in the area of a droplet which was formerly detected at this position). This

algorithm is capable to track individual droplets exhibiting moderate lateral drifting in

a densely-packed monolayers of droplets.

Microdroplets were manually assigned to the different droplet types (high or low

solute concentration) by means of their initial size and tracking number. Only droplets

showing a minor amount of false radius detections in the course of the time-lapse or at

least in initial and final state were selected. Quality of radius detection was verified for

each droplet of one type by plotting its radius versus time.

An estimation of the relative frequencies of the different droplet types in the emulsion

was obtained by counting the droplet numbers within the field of view at the beginning

of the time-lapse.

4.3 Calculation of concentrations and data analysis

For droplets without an active entity inside, i.e. static systems, the amount of solute

ni does not change. Hence, the concentration of the solute in one droplet of the type

i ∈ {a, b} at the point in time t is given by

cdi,t = ni/V
d
i,t = cdi,0 · V d

i,0/V
d
i,t = cdi,0 · (rdi,0/rdi,t)3 , (4.1)

with rdi,t and V d
i,t being the radius and volume, respectively, of a single droplet at the

time point t. The uncertainty of the determined radius was estimated to 0.5 µm,

resulting mainly from refraction effects and the focal plane not being the equatorial

plane of the droplets.

Hereafter, the droplet type comprising the higher solute concentration is referred to

as droplet type a and the lower concentration type as droplet type b.

The mean droplet radii ri,t, volumes Vi,t = 4/3π〈r3〉, and the corresponding mean

concentrations ci,t of each droplet species were calculated, as well as the respective stan-

dard errors of the mean (s.e.m.). False detections of radii of single droplets which passed

a manually set upper or lower radius threshold were not considered for calculation of

the mean radius.

As the setup used did not allow for the measurement of droplet sizes immediately

after production, a dead time, tdead , of about 10 to 15 minutes from mixing the droplets

to the start of a time-lapse had to be taken into account, in which the droplets already

changed sizes.

Initial volume growth rates of both droplet types, ∆Vi/∆t, were determined by linear

regression of data obtained within the first 30 min and ranged from 5 to 300 fl/min,

with relative uncertainties of about 10 %. For all type a droplets, the initial radius was

calculated via linear extrapolation ra,0 = [r3
a,0,measured− 3/(4π) ∗ (∆V/∆t) ∗ tdead](1/3),
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resulting in a relative error in the order of 10 %.

Generally, errors of analytically derived parameters are calculated by error propaga-

tion, using ∆c/c = 0.01, ∆r = 0.5 µm, and the relative error ∆N/N = 0.1. Latter

results from truncated droplets at the boundary of the field of view. If standard errors

and the errors of a single measurement were of the same order of magnitude, combined

errors (sum of squares) were calculated. Unless mentioned otherwise, errors in Figures

are combined errors.



Part III

Results and Discussion
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5 Using droplets as sensors

As described previously (in chapter 2), heterogeneities in composition or, more precisely,

in total osmolarity of microdroplets may give rise to water flux between droplets, driven

by osmotic pressure.

This thesis presents a new method which exploits the associated size change of the

droplets as an intrinsic and label-free marker for the total osmolarity of droplets. Thus,

the droplets themselves can be applied as sensors for reactions changing the total os-

molarity inside the droplets.

In this chapter, the basic principle of this novel, intrinsic sensor method will be

presented first, and subsequently, a mathematical description of the volume changes

will be given.

5.1 Operating principle of the sensor method

The sensor method basically relies on two kinds of aqueous microdroplets, a and b,

in a densely packed water-in-oil emulsion, which, at some point t, differ in their total

osmolarity, i.e. the total concentration of osmotically active solutes ca,t and cb,t (Figure

5.1). For simplicity, the total osmolarity, which is also known as osmotic concentration,

will be referred to as concentration in this and the following chapters.

Such differences in concentration may be caused by reactions inside the droplets, e.g.

metabolism of cells or catalytic activity of enzymes. As a result, an osmotic pressure

between type a and b droplets builds up, which may be equilibrated either by diffusion

of solutes or exchange of water by osmosis (see section 2.1.2). Depending on the nature

of solutes, surfactants, and the continuous phase, solute transport can be inhibited and

the interfaces of the droplets and the carrier oil serve as a semipermeable membrane

which is only permeable to water, but not to solute molecules.

Consequently, water flows into droplets of higher concentration until the volume

change compensates the initial osmotic pressure and equilibrium, ca,e = cb,e = ce,

is reached (Figure 5.1, Final state). As long as solute transport is prevented, the

mechanism of water transfer (see section 2.1.2) due to osmosis is of no importance for

the final state and only affects the dynamics of equilibration.

Finally, the differences in droplet size are exploited as a label-free marker for reactions

changing the total solute concentration, and thereby for the activity of the encapsulated
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Figure 5.1: Working principle of the droplet sensor method relying on osmotic pressure differences
between two droplets. (Figure as published in Ref. [10])

entities. A key advantage of the change in droplet size is that it not only acts as a

visual marker, but also allows further physical “on-chip” processing, e.g. filtering or

hydrodynamic size separation[53, 54, 170].

5.2 The equilibrium state

To calculate the size change of the droplet sub-populations a and b, osmotic pressure

is considered the only driving force for mass exchange between the droplets. This

assumption is legitimate for systems in which Ostwald ripening is negligible slow, and

coalescence as well as transport of solutes is prevented by surfactants. Additionally,

water is assumed being the only compound which can permeate from one droplet to

the other (Figure 5.1).

Each of the two droplet types i = a, b is characterized by initial concentration, ci,0,

initial mean droplet volume, Vi,0, and the number of droplets within field of view, Ni,

which are taken as an estimate for the total numbers of droplets in the observation

chamber. On the simplifying assumption that all droplets of one species behave simi-

larly, a single droplet is described by the mean concentration ci,t and the mean droplet
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volume Vi,t of its droplet species at some point t. In the following, both concentration

and volume of droplets are understood as the respective mean values.

The osmotic pressure ΠOs,t between droplets of the two species can be estimated by

van’t Hoff’s law for dilute solutions:

ΠOs,t ≈ RT∆ct = RT (ca,t − cb,t) , (5.1)

with R being the ideal gas constant and T the absolute temperature of the system.

To calculate the droplet volumes Vi,e in the final equilibrium state in which the

equilibrium concentration, ce = ca,e = cb,e is reached, conservation of mass (5.2) and

conservation of the amount of solutes (5.3) have to be taken into account:

NaVa,0 +NbVb,0 = NaVa,e +NbVb,e , (5.2)

and

Vi,0ci,0 = Vi,ece, i = a, b . (5.3)

From (5.3) and the equality of equilibrium concentrations, ca,e = cb,e, follows the equiv-

alence of the ratio of the relative equilibrium volumes of the droplet types and the ratio

of the initial concentrations
Va,e/Va,0
Vb,e/Vb,0

=
ca,0
cb,0

, (5.4)

which is independent of Ni. Using equations (5.2) and (5.4), the droplet volumes in

equilibrium state can be derived from the initial states:

Va,e =
NaVa,0 +NbVb,0

Na +Nb
Vb,0
Va,0

cb,0
ca,0

=

Na
Nb
Va,0 + Vb,0

Na
Nb

+
Vb,0
Va,0

cb,0
ca,0

, (5.5)

Vb,e =
NaVa,0 +NbVb,0

Na
Va,0
Vb,0

ca,0
cb,0

+Nb

(5.6)

Hence, equilibrium volumes depend on the initial volumes of the droplet types, the ratio

of initial concentrations, and the ratio of droplet numbers. Since the concentration of

solutes in equilibrium is given by the ratio of total amount of solutes and total volume,

one directly obtains

ce =
ntot
Vtot

=
NaVa,0ca,0 +NbVb,0cb,0

NaVa,0 +NbVb,0
, (5.7)

independent of the dynamics which lead to equilibrium state.

The equations above provide the theoretical framework for the quantitative analysis

of droplet sizes in equilibrium state. As the non-equilibrium states greatly depend
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on the experimental system (see section 2.1.2), they will be discussed on basis of the

experimental results, which are presented in the following chapter.
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6 Characterization of the droplet sensors

Prior to the application of the sensor method to biological systems, consistency of exper-

iments with theory has to be verified to facilitate quantitative analysis of the droplets

sizes. To characterize the osmotically driven size change of droplets experimentally,

mixtures of monodisperse droplet ensembles comprising various but fixed amounts of

solute (sucrose or bromophenol blue) were used. Since fluorinated oils hinder the ex-

change of solutes between the droplets substantially (see section 1.1), a fluorocarbon

oil was selected as continuous phase. The specific choice of both surfactant and oil

type was motivated by their very frequent use in all kinds of microdroplet systems

[13, 30, 47, 158, 32], rendering this experimental system most promising for future

application.

In this chapter, first, stability of the microdroplet emulsion in the absence of osmotic

pressure, a necessary condition for the droplet sensors, will be investigated. Subse-

quently, size change of droplets in the presence of osmotic pressure will be character-

ized by analyzing droplet sizes in equilibrium state as well as in non-equilibrium states.

Finally, the sensitivity of the droplet sensor system will be addressed.

6.1 Stability of droplets

A crucial prerequisite for the application of the droplet sensor method is the stability of

droplet sizes when all droplets comprise identical solute concentrations. This condition

was difficult to reproducibly meet for droplets incubating in a PDMS device, whether

saturated with water or not, since PDMS generally leads to a high dissolution rate of

the droplets[28, 33, 142, 171, 172]. Therefore, incubation was performed in a gas-tight

incubation chamber made of hydrophobic glass slides. Consequently, in the absence of

an osmotic pressure, droplets situated within large, densely-packed droplet monolayers

remained stable in size for several days to weeks. Even polydisperse emulsions with

droplet radii ranging from 13 to 22 µm were stable in sizes for several days (Figure 6.1).

This suggests that the difference in Laplace pressure between small and large droplets,

which was in the order of 1 kPa1, was not sufficient to induce measurable Ostwald

ripening rates. These results are consistent with literature reporting that effects of

1The surface tension is γ = 30 mN/m at the oil-water interface (see section 3.2).
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A B 

Figure 6.1: Stability of droplets in absence of osmotic pressure. Polydisperse droplets comprising 20
mM bromophenol blue remain stable in size over 48 h (A: 0 h, B: 48 h). The mean of the
relative size change of each droplet is 〈 rf

ri
〉 = 0.996 ± 0.04 (combined error). Scale is 50

µm.

Ostwald ripening in emulsions of this scale are very small[111]. While Ostwald ripening

wasn’t observed at all due to its slow process, and coalescence of droplets very rarely

occurred2 droplets in all experiments tended to form coherent clusters (Figure 6.2),

an effect called flocculation. Within the monolayers, every droplet had at least one

contact to another droplet, which only was released upon action of a force, induced

e.g. by interaction with another droplet or lateral drifting (caused by buoyancy). Due

to the non-adhesive nature of the surfactant, the weak attraction between droplets is

suggested to be caused by depletion forces of excess surfactant in the oil, so-called

depletion flocculation[173, 174].

In contrast, at the borders of densely-packed regions, droplet sizes rapidly decreased

Figure 6.2: Depletion flocculation of droplets. Within droplet monolayers, droplets without contact to
other droplets are rarely observed. Scale is 50 µm.

2During incubation, less than 10 incidents were observed taken all experiments together, giving evi-
dence for the good stabilization by the surfactant.
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5 min 0 min 10 min 15 min 20 min 

Figure 6.3: Dissolution of droplets at the border of a droplet monolayer with time. Some droplets get
stuck to the glass during dissolution process. Scale is 30 µm.

with time. This effect was caused by dissolution of water molecules into the unsatu-

rated oil (Figure 6.3). Within the densely-packed droplet regions, the high water-to-oil

volume ratio rendered the volume loss of single droplets resulting from saturation of

the oil phase negligible small. Hence, for all experiments described in the following

sections, images were taken within the middle of a widespread droplet monolayer.

6.2 Size change of droplets driven by osmosis

Having confirmed the droplets’ stability in the absence of osmotic pressure, size change

of droplets in the presence of osmotic pressure was investigated. Non-equilibrium states

(see Figure 5.1) were prepared by mixing two droplet types comprising different con-

centrations of sucrose. Initial concentrations of sucrose typically ranged from 100 to

800 mM, furthermore one experiment with smaller concentrations was performed in

order to address the sensitivity of the system (Table 6.1). To easily distinguish be-

tween the two droplet populations, dissimilar initial radii were chosen in the majority

of cases (Figure 6.4). As expected, droplets of higher initial osmolarity (type a) grew in

size, whereas droplets of lower osmolarity (type b) shrank until equilibrium was reached

(Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5).

The emulsion was defined to be in equilibrium state as soon as mean droplet radii were

apparently stable with time for the rest of the experiment. This “practical” definition

does not necessarily imply that all droplets comprise the same solute concentration

but that volume change rates are too small to be observed with the set-up used in

this thesis. Consequently, non-vanishing concentration differences in the observed final

state may simply result from the equilibrium state not having been reached yet.

As was shown in the previous chapter, the equilibrium state only depends on the set

of initial parameters (Ni, ci,0, Vi,0) of both droplet types a and b and is independent

of the mechanism of water transfer as well as droplet arrangement. However, the

latter play a crucial role for the dynamics of the system. Hence, in the following two

sections, droplet sizes in equilibrium state and intermediate, non-equilibrium states will

be analyzed separately.
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B A 

Figure 6.4: Size change of droplets within a droplet monolayer in the presence of osmotic pressure.
The micrographs show a droplet ensemble composed of two droplet types with initial con-
centrations of 300 mM (red in micrograph) and 100 mM sucrose in the initial (A) and
equilibrated state (B, t = 26 h). Scale is 30 µm.

6.2.1 Analysis of the equilibrium state

Usually, volume change of type a droplets was enhanced at the expense of the one of

type b droplets by preparing droplet ensembles with an excess of droplets of type b

(according to (5.5) and (5.6)). Consequently, in all experiments in which equilibrium

state was reached, droplets of type a showed distinct size changes, whereas size changes

of type b droplets were less pronounced (Table 6.1 and Figure 6.4). If initial radii were

chosen equal, the size change unambiguously separated the two droplet types (Table

6.1 and Figure 6.6).

The experimentally obtained equilibrium radii agreed well with their theoretical pre-

dictions (Table 6.1). Consequently, the calculated equivalence (5.4) was also verified

(Figure 6.7). In particular, in case only one droplet type contained sucrose and the

other consisted of pure water, the former grew in size until the latter type vanished

completely (Figure 6.8). Taken these results together, it was inferred that sucrose

remains inside the droplets and neither partitions into the oil nor diffuses into other

droplets (on the time-scale of the experiment).

The large errors of calculated equilibrium radii and concentrations are mainly at-

tributable to the errors of the droplet numbers of the droplet types (10 - 15%) and a

high uncertainty of initial droplet sizes, from which all concentrations c(t) as well as

the equilibrium radii were deduced (see section 4.3). The latter resulted from the fact,

that the set-up didn’t allow for the measurement of droplet sizes right after droplet

production (see section 3.2). Droplet radii were first determined after a certain dead

time needed to collect and transfer the droplets, seal the incubation chamber, and start
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Figure 6.5: Example for the time development of mean sucrose concentrations in both droplet en-
sembles due to the droplets’ volume changes (ca,0 = 400 mM, cb,0 = 100 mM). The size
change compensates for the osmotic pressure until equilibrium state is reached. The cal-
culated equilibrium concentration is ce = 258± 40 mM. (Figure as published in Ref. [10])

observation. During this time, particular type a droplets already changed sizes by a

few microns. Based on the size change of droplet volumes Va(t) within the first minutes

of observation, a linear extrapolation was applied to estimate the initial radii of type

a droplets at droplet production (see section 4.3). The calculated initial radii provided

an upper boundary for the real initial radii of type a droplets for two reasons.

First, inferring from the work of Wen and Papadopoulos[96] and others[122, 92, 104],

all types of water transfer mechanisms exhibit constant or decreasing water transfer

rates for decreasing concentration differences. As the concentration difference between

the droplet types decreased with time, volume change rates during the dead time were

equal to or higher than the later observed rate used for the extrapolation.

Second, in analogy to the results presented by Gruner et al. [32] for diffusion-driven

solute transport between droplets, the three-dimensional arrangement of droplets dur-

ing collection in the pipette tip enhanced the size change of the droplets compared to

the two-dimensional arrangement in the incubation chamber.

Hence, the extrapolation underestimated the unobserved size change and, accord-

ingly, overestimated the initial volume of type a droplets. Since the volume Va,e(Va,0)

(as a function of Va,0) is strictly increasing and Vb,e(Va,0) strictly decreasing for Va,0 > 0

and ca > cb (see Appendix A.2), an overestimation of Va,0 results in the experimental

equilibrium volume Va,e being smaller than theoretically predicted, whereas Vb,e tends

to be larger than calculated. Indeed, the experimental data presented in Table 6.1

shows those very deviations from theory.
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Figure 6.6: The osmotically driven size change separates the two droplet types a (ca,0 = 500 mM
sucrose) and b (cb,0 = 100 mM sucrose), if initial radii are chosen equal. Micrographs of
the ensemble at the beginning (A) and at equilibrium (B). Scale is 30 µm.
(C and D) Histograms show the measured distribution of the radii at both time points
(mean values ra,f = 25.4 ± 0.2 µm and rb,f = 16.0 ± 0.1 µm) along with the calculated
radii for the final state (ra,f,calc = 26.4 ± 2.6 µm, rb,f,calc = 15.3 ± 1.5 µm). (Figure as
published in Ref. [10])

Moreover, deviations are found to increase with increasing initial concentration differ-

ence (see also Figure 6.7), which corresponds to an increasing overestimation of initial

sizes of type a droplets with increasing concentration difference.

In addition to the previously described reasons, this effect may originate from the

increase of the refractive index of sucrose solutions with concentration[175]. The higher

the sucrose concentration and the refractive index of the dispersed phase, the broader

(and blurrier) is the appearance of the interfaces of droplets in micrographs (Figure

6.9), and the larger are the detected radii. This effect could not be eliminated com-

putationally, since the level of the focal plane influences the width of the borders as

well. Detection of radii for sucrose concentrations higher than 400 mM was noticeably
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Figure 6.7: The ratio of the relative volumes shows the predicted equivalence to the ratio of the initial
concentrations (see equation (5.4)) in 15 experiments (see Table 6.1), demonstrating the
good agreement of experimental results with theory.
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Figure 6.8: Size change of droplets initially comprising 400 mM sucrose (type a) and pure water
(type b, blue) with time. The droplets without sucrose shrink rapidly and finally dissolve
completely, proving that sucrose remains inside of the type a droplets. Scale is 50 µm.

impaired by this thickening, entailing an overestimation of the droplets’ radii (by up

to 1 micron) at the beginning of experiments. As type a droplets grew in size and the

comprised concentration decreased, the interfaces became sharper, partly compensating

for the droplets growth and decreasing the apparent volume change rate. Therefore,

for higher solute concentrations, initial type a radii calculated by extrapolation increas-

ingly differ from the actual initial radii. It is noteworthy, that for sucrose concentrations

equal to or higher than 400 mM (in droplet type a), differentiation between droplet

types based on the width of droplet borders was possible (see Figure 6.6 A).

A B C D E 

Figure 6.9: Sucrose concentrations of droplets affect the width of the droplet borders in micrographs,
and thus the detection of droplet sizes. The micrographs show type a droplets comprising
800(A), 700(B), 500(C), 400(D) and 300(E) mM sucrose (marked red) in between type b
droplets (100 mM). Scale is 30 µm.
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Table 6.1: Experimentally obtained and theoretically predicted final radii, ri,f and ri,f,calc respectively,
for the initial conditions used in experiments with droplets comprising sucrose. ci,0 is the
initial concentration of sucrose, Ni the number of droplets, and ri,0 the initial radius of the
droplet types a and b, respectively. The relative error of the calculated final radii is 10 %.
* : ra,0 is estimated via extrapolation, as described in section 4.3, and exhibits a relative
error ∆ra,0/ra,0 = 10 %.
**: Equilibrium state was not reached after 43 h of incubation.

ca,0 cb,0 Na Nb ra,0* rb,0 ra,f ra,f,calc rb,f rb,f,calc

[mM] [mM] [1] [1] [µm] [µm] [µm] [µm] [µm] [µm]

2.5 0.01 14 86 15.7±0.3 20.0±0.1 15.9±0.3** 37.0** 19.0** 7.5**

120 100 13 77 17.0±0.1 21.2±0.1 18.0±0.1 18.0 21.0±0.1 21.1

140 100 16 78 16.7±0.1 20.9±0.1 18.2±0.1 18.5 19.6±0.1 20.6

200 100 76 59 16.2±0.1 19.7±0.1 17.3±0.1 18.2 18.4±0.1 17.6

200 100 127 59 13.1±0.1 18.4±0.1 14.4±0.1 14.6 16.8±0.1 16.3

200 100 36 135 12.4±0.1 15.5±0.1 14.2±0.1 15.0 15.1±0.1 14.9

300 100 41 70 17.2±0.1 20.5±0.1 20.5±0.1 21.6 18.2±0.1 17.9

300 100 61 38 19.1±0.2 22.7±0.1 21.5±0.1 21.9 18.8±0.1 18.0

300 100 56 117 14.5±0.1 16.7±0.1 17.8±0.1 18.4 14.9±0.1 14.7

300 100 13 122 12.9±0.1 17.4±0.1 17.6±0.1 18.2 16.6±0.1 16.9

400 100 115 34 15.3±0.1 22.2±0.1 17.3±0.1 17.7 16.7±0.1 16.2

400 100 15 66 17.7±0.2 20.9±0.1 25.4±0.1 25.3 18.8±0.1 18.8

500 100 15 115 15.4±0.1 18.0±0.1 22.2±0.2 24.1 16.8±0.1 16.4

500 100 25 110 18.6±0.1 18.5±0.1 25.4±0.2 26.4 16.0±0.1 15.3

700 100 14 119 15.7±0.1 18.2±0.1 24.2±0.1 26.7 16.8±0.1 16.2

800 100 8 129 15.4±0.3 17.8±0.1 26.7±0.2 28.4 17.0±0.3 16.4

6.2.2 Non-equilibrium dynamics

In all experiments the droplets’ size change compensated for the osmotic pressure until

eventually, after 10 to 40 hours, equilibrium state was reached. However, the dynamics

of equilibration differed considerably. In this section, intermediate states will be ana-

lyzed to provide insight into the underlying molecular mechanism of water transport

and the impact of droplet arrangement on the equilibration process.

Water transport mechanism

In contrast to equilibrium state, the predominating molecular water transfer mecha-

nism plays a crucial role for the size of droplets in intermediate states, affecting speed

and course of the droplets’ size change. To narrow down the prevailing transport

mechanisms (see subsection 2.1.2), the imperative of contact of droplets to induce a

size change was subjected to investigation. In most experiments, the contact pattern
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among droplets changed continuously during the experiment due to the droplets’ vol-

ume changes or motion of the droplets (see section 3.3). Thus, it was difficult to sepa-

rately analyze size changes of contacting droplets, and non-contacting but neighboured

droplets.

In one single experiment, however, few isolated droplets of high sucrose concentra-
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Figure 6.10: (A-E) Series of micrographs showing the size change of contacting and non-contacting
droplets of dissimilar concentrations with time. (A) and (B) give evidence for water
transport by reverse micelles or single molecule diffusion. Droplets comprising 500 mM
sucrose (type a) are marked and named αa, βa, γa, δa, and ηa, respectively. Selected
droplets comprising 100 mM sucrose (type b) are named βb, γb,1, γb,2, δb,1, and δb,2.
Scale is 30 µm. Note the differing scale lengths.
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tion (500 mM, type a) were situated in gaps within a large droplet cluster. Although

no contacts to other droplets were present during the whole experiment those droplets

grew considerably in size (Figure 6.10 A, B and Figure 6.11 A). Isolated droplets of

lower solute concentration (100 mM, type b) and those at the borders of a droplet cluster

shrank slightly (Figure 6.10 B and Figure 6.11 B, droplet βb). The volume decrease of

such a single type b droplet over the period of observation was about ten times smaller

than the volume increase of the high concentration droplets (∆Vβb = −3.4 ± 1.5 pl

versus ∆Vβa = 46± 3 pl, see Figure 6.11). Consequently, water transfer was mediated

by diffusion of either reverse micelles or single water molecules from multiple type b

droplets. Type b droplets which were only surrounded by droplets of the same type

remained stable in size, suggesting that they were shielded by their neighbours.

When a pair of droplets of high and low solute concentration was in visual contact,

shrinkage rates of type b droplets during the first 200 minutes were approximately ten

times larger than those of the isolated droplet βb,1 (Figures 6.10 C, D and 6.11 B).

This was revealed by a linear fit of the radii of the droplets γb,1, δb,1, and βb within

the first 200 minutes, which resulted in a slope of s(γb,1) = 0.005 ± 0.001 µm/min

and s(δb,1) = 0.006 ± 0.001 µm/min (contacting case, Figure 6.11 A), and a slope of

s(βb) = 0.0006± 0.0002 µm/min (separated case, Figure 6.11 B).

On the other hand, initial growth rates of the type a droplets did not increase signif-

icantly on visual contact (Figure 6.11 C, D) compared to the droplet βa and by about

a factor of two compared to the droplet αa, which was situated in a larger gap of the

droplet cluster. Growth rates were maximal when several type b droplets contacted a

type a droplet (Figure 6.10 E and 6.11 A).

One possible explanation for those enhanced rates of size change is a dependence of

water transport by reverse micelles on the droplets’ separation distance, that is, the

thickness of the oil membrane. Alternatively, they are evidence for a new water transfer

mechanism, the diffusion of hydrated surfactants (see section 2.1.2).

The time-scale of water transport via hydrated surfactants was reported to be much

shorter compared to transport by reverse micelles[96, 94, 95] (see section 2.1.2). Thus,

if the water transfer between contacting droplets was predominantly mediated by the

diffusion of hydrated surfactants, the absolute rates of size change of droplets were

expected to be significantly higher than in the non-contacting case. However, even

when a type a droplet only had contact to a single type b droplet, a mere 15% of the

total volume change of the type a droplet was compensated by the volume change of

the type b droplet (Figure 6.11 γa and γb,1, and δa and δb,1). This implied that other,

non-contacting droplets also contributed to the growth and time-scales of the processes

didn’t significantly differ. Thus, transfer in reverse micelles or single molecule diffusion

are likely to be the prevailing mechanisms for both, contacting and non-contacting case.
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In case diffusion in the oil was the process limiting the water transfer rates, these

results could be explained by means of a solution-diffusion mechanism. According

to this model, the flux of water through the oil membrane is exclusively driven by

a concentration gradient (J ∝ ∆c/l, membrane thickness l, see section 2.1.2). With

decreasing separation distance between the droplets, i.e. a thinning of the membrane,

the concentration gradient steepens and thus, water flux increases[92]. Accordingly,

droplets in proximity of a high concentration droplet were expected to exhibit larger

shrinkage rates than droplets in larger distance.

However, recent work of Wen and Papadopoulos[96, 95] and Pena[110] suggest that

both transport mechanisms, reverse micelles and hydrated surfactants, are not diffusion-

limited but controlled by processes at the droplet interfaces. As a consequence, trans-

port may not be modeled accurately by the solution-diffusion mechanism. Indeed, Wen

and Papadopoulos reported shrinkage rates of isolated, non-contacting water droplets

to be constant and independent on the droplets’ distance[95]. Due to the lack of data

of isolated droplet pairs separated by various distances, no definite conclusion can be

drawn at this point.

For the few isolated droplets and droplet pairs observed, a sound investigation of the

dependence of water transfer rate on the difference in solute concentration was not pos-

sible, since various concentration differences prevailed between the type a droplet and

diverse non-contacting droplets. Thus, a droplet arrangement allowing for the deduc-
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tion of a well-defined osmotic pressure is a crucial prerequisite for further investigations

on the relationship between water transfer rates and solute concentration differences.

As will be seen in the following sections, this condition is met by certain conformations

of droplets in a densely-packed droplet monolayer.

Impact of droplet arrangement

In densely-packed droplet monolayers, the direct neighbourhood of a single droplet

was observed to play a crucial role for the change of its volume: Droplets which were

surrounded only by droplets of the opposing type changed sizes rapidly, whereas a

droplet among droplets of the same type grew or shrank slowly and growth rates of

droplets in a mixed arrangement lay in between those extremes (Figure 6.12). Thus,

discrepancies in the time course of mean concentrations of one droplet type between

different experiments resulted not only from dissimilar droplet numbers, volumes, and

concentrations, but also from the arrangement of droplets.
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Figure 6.12: Impact of droplet arrangement on the size change of individual droplets. (A) In initial
state, the droplet ensemble is composed of droplets comprising 200 mM (type a) and 100
mM (type b) sucrose. Scale is 50 µm. (B) Size change of three individual type a droplets
differing in the amount of directly neighbouring droplets of type b. Errors are errors of
a single measurement, ∆r = 0.5 µm.

To follow the flux of water in a densely-packed droplet layer, size changes of droplets

in regions in which one single droplet of type a was surrounded by multiple layers of

droplets of type b were analyzed (Figure 6.13 A, B). Because of its high symmetry

and no or few further interfering type a droplets, this arrangement allowed for the

classification of type b droplets into directly contacting neighbours (type I), second

next neighbours (type II, contact to two type I droplets), third next neighbours (type

III, contact to one type I droplet) and droplets farther away from any type a droplets
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(type IV ) (Figure 6.13 A, B). Within a class, all droplets behaved almost similar,

despite the droplets’ size change altering the organization of the neighbours slightly

during the course of the experiments.

Mean radii and corresponding concentrations developed as expected, presuming drop-

lets predominantly interact with their direct neighbours and water transport rates in-

crease with increasing concentration differences: In the beginning, droplets in direct

contact (type I), which were subjected to a high osmotic pressure, shrank immediately

and most rapidly, whereas droplets of the other classes with initially similar solute

concentrations decreased more slowly in size (Figure 6.13 C, D). As a consequence of

the shrinkage of type I droplets, solute concentrations of type I droplets and type

II droplets differed, and the latter started to shrink as well, which in turn caused

shrinkage of droplets of type III. The droplets of type IV , which were farthest away

from the central droplet, didn’t show any size change within the first few hundreds of

minutes. When the concentration difference between type a droplet and direct neigh-

bours (type I) became smaller, their shrinkage rate decreased, while the size change

of the other droplet classes persisted. In the end, concentration differences between

contacting droplets gradually vanished as the radii of droplets of type I, II, and III

converged to the equilibrium radius3 (Figure 6.13 C, D). The graded size change of

the droplet classes confirms water being predominantly transferred between very next

neighbours. Long ranged transport of water plays a negligible role in densely-packed

droplet layers. This is a consequence of the very dense packing, since diffusing reverse

micelles or single molecules are likely to be absorbed or at least hindered by the direct

neighbours.

As water transport is mediated by the diffusion of reverse micelles or single molecules,

distant droplets may also contribute to the growth of the type a droplet (see section

6.2.2). To investigate to which extend the growth of the type a droplet is compensated

by the shrinkage of droplets in its direct vicinity, the total volume of the type a droplet

and all type I droplets (normalized by the initial total volume) was calculated for each

point in time (Figure 6.13 E, F). In case of the 500 mM droplet, the total volume

was conserved during the first 100 minutes and then increased, suggesting that other

droplets also contributed to the growth of the type a droplet (Figure 6.13 F). In the 800

mM case, the total volume increased immediately (deviating from one by 5% after 50

minutes) (Figure 6.13 E). When the volumes of second next and third next neighbours

were considered as well, the normalized sum of the considered droplet volumes was in

good approximation equivalent to unity (Figure 6.13 E and F). As a consequence of

other type a droplets in vicinity being also supplied by some of the type b droplets,

3In the case of ca = 500 mM (Figure 6.13 D), equilibrium state had not been reached yet after 600
minutes, as the radii of droplets of type IV and droplets of the types I,II and III still differed.
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the total volumes continuously decreased slightly. Stability of total volumes implied

that the type a droplet’s growth was almost completely fueled by shrinkage of its direct

neighbours (type I) (Figure 6.13 E, F). Consequently, the uptake of water from the

continuous phase, which was supplied by droplets farther away (as observed in section

6.2.2) plays a negligible role in densely-packed droplet arrangements. Therefore, for

very early points in time, growth dynamics of droplets in good approximation solely

depend on the arrangement of direct neighbours (i.e. type and number of droplets). In

particular, the initial growth rates of different type a droplets surrounded exclusively

by type b droplets are rendered comparable, independent of droplet organization at

longer distances. On a longer time-scale, long-range organization of droplets has to be

considered.

As reported by Skhiri and Gruner et al. [32], the spatial organization of droplets deter-

mines the equilibration time-scale of solutes in an emulsion which contains droplets with

two initially differing concentrations. Deviations from a perfectly alternating droplet

pattern, for which relaxation is the fastest, may prolong the equilibration process by

several orders of magnitude.

Some minor modifications taking the droplets’ size changes into account would be

necessary to quantitatively simulate the equilibration by water transfer. Thus, the un-

modified model here provides only qualitative insight into relaxation kinetics. Since

frequencies of type a and b droplets varied from experiment to experiment, the depen-

dence of the time-scale of equilibration on droplet arrangement was only qualitatively

verified within this work. For example, two experiments with ca = 500, cb = 100, and

approximately the same droplet frequency ratio differed considerably in the period after

which equilibrium state was reached (1000 minutes, and 2500 minutes).

While the arrangement of droplets controls the dynamics of water transfer on the

population (mesoscopic) level, water transfer on microscopic level is dictated by the

predominating transfer mechanism (see section 2.1.2). Of particular importance for

the equilibration process is the dependence of water transfer rates on concentration

differences, which will be quantified in the next section.

Dependence of water transport rates on differences in solute concentration

To determine the dependence of water transport rates on differences in solute concen-

tration between droplets within a densely-packed monolayer, the size changes of the

droplets of type a and I (Figure 6.13 A, B) were further analyzed.

Since all direct neighbours (type I) showed the same growth behaviour and comprised

a similar concentration of sucrose at every point in time, the concentration gradient

driving the size change of the type a droplet is well-defined as ∆c(t) = ca,t−cI,t. Figure

6.14 shows the development of ∆c(t) for both type a droplets shown in Figure 6.13.
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Figure 6.14: Dependence of the droplets’ rate of size change on the concentration difference, based
on the experiments presented in Figure 6.13 (left column: ca = 800 mM experiment;
right column: ca = 500 mM experiment). (A and B) Mean concentration difference
∆c between type a droplet and direct neighbours (type I) versus time. For clarity, the
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Rates of size change ∆Ra/∆t (Figure 6.14 C and D) of the type a droplets were

obtained by smoothing the discrete data points4 and calculating the differential quotient

between consecutive points (t/Ra).

Plotting the size changes rate ∆Ra/∆t versus the respectively prevailing concentra-

tion differences ∆c(t)5 reveals an increasing flux for increasing concentration differences

(Figure 6.14 E and F). The data supports a linear relationship between concentration

difference and transfer rate over the entire range of concentration differences, with lin-

ear factors kOs,800 = 0.16 ± 0.12 µm/(min mM) and kOs,500 = 0.18 ± 0.10 µm/(min

mM) for the 800 mM and 500 mM experiment, respectively.

This linear dependence can be explained by a proportionality of water flux Ja(t) and

solute concentration difference ∆c(t), as provided by the Kedem-Katchalsky equation

(see section 2.1.1) or the solution-diffusion model (for constant membrane thickness;

see section 2.1.2, page 23): for water transport by reverse micelles (or single molecules),

the surface of the high concentration droplet is assumed to equal the membrane area

S(t) = 4πRa(t)
2. Then, the flux is Ja(t) = dVa/dt1/S(t) = dRa/dt, and consequently,

dRa/dt and ∆c are linearly dependent.

However, due to the large errors, other dependencies cannot be excluded and, even in

case of a linear relationship between water transfer rates and concentration differences,

the data might show nonlinearities (like the bend in Figure 6.14 F) for several reasons.

The bias in radius detection discussed in section 6.2.1, for example, leads to a flattening

of the curve for higher concentration differences. Additionally, a non-linear dependence

may be interpreted in terms of a temporal variation of the membrane thickness or the

membrane area not being proportional to the surface of the type a droplet, as assumed

previously. Both might directly result from the droplets’ size changes which alter the

arrangement of droplets. For instance, the number of type b droplets in visual contact

to a type a droplet increases with time, due to its growth. Finally, the bend in Figure

6.14 F may result from deviations of the linear relationship between osmotic pressure

and concentration difference for higher sucrose concentrations, as van’t Hoff’s law only

holds for dilute solutions (see section 2.1.1). For instance, the actual osmotic pressure

between a 800 mM sucrose solution and pure water deviates from the osmotic pressure

calculated from van’t Hoff’s law by approximately 8 % [176]. Hence, the relationship

between water transfer rates and osmotic pressure might be linear, despite a nonlinear

dependence of water transfer rates on concentration differences.

Summing up, the dependence of water transfer rates on concentration differences

between contacting droplets, which determine the osmotic pressure, may be described

by the linear relationship suggested by the Kedem-Katchalsky equation or the solution-

4A moving average filter with a span of 11 (ca = 500mM) and 41 (ca = 800mM) was used for
smoothing.

5In fact, −∆c(t) is plotted, for consistency with the time axes in Figure 6.14 A, B, C, and D.
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diffusion mechanism (see section 2.1.1). This linear dependence differs from the non-

linear dependence found by Wen and Papadopoulos[96]. However, their experimental

system (oil and surfactant) differed from the one used in this work, and water transfer

between contacting droplets was mediated by diffusion of hydrated surfactants. As dif-

fusion of reverse micelles is suggested to be the prevailing water transport mechanism in

this work (see section 6.2.2), the dependences of water transfer rates on concentration

differences might differ.

Albeit being irrelevant for the equilibrium state, knowledge of the concentration

difference-flow rate response allows for the simulation of non-equilibrium states, which

is useful for the quantification of reaction kinetics inside of droplets.

6.3 Sensitivity of the droplet sensors

An inevitable prerequisite for the successful application of the droplet sensor method

is that a significant size change (in statistical terms) of the droplets is induced. Since

the dynamics of each droplet’s volume change strongly depend on the arrangement of

droplet populations (see section 6.2.2), drawing definite conclusions from droplet sizes

to their contents is by implication only permitted in equilibrium state. However, if

all droplets of one type show similar growth dynamics, for example because of similar

organization of the neighbouring droplets (or a highly symmetric droplet arrangement),

intermediate droplet sizes may quantitatively be evaluated. The sensitivity of the sensor

system as defined by the minimal osmotic pressure which induces a significant change

between initial and equilibrium radius of a droplet type, is contributed to by three

components.

First, sensitivity is directly affected by the time-scale of the volume change of the

equilibration process. As previously shown, the magnitude of the osmotic pressure

dictates the rate of water transfer between contacting droplets (6.2.2) and consequently,

combined with the droplet arrangement, also the time-scale of equilibration. If only

a small initial osmotic pressure prevails and thus water transport is very slow, the

effects of other emulsion destabilizing processes which also alter the droplets’ sizes,

like Ostwald ripening, have to be taken into account. Since Ostwald ripening and

osmosis are mediated by the same water transfer mechanisms (see section 2.1.3), droplet

arrangement as well as the choice of oil and surfactant affect the time-scale of both

processes. Consequently, increasing the overall rates of water transfer, e.g. by choosing

an oil with a higher water solubility, does not necessarily improve the sensitivity of the

system, as Ostwald ripening and other destabilizing processes are accelerated as well.

In many practical cases, the lower bound of the detectable osmotic pressure differ-

ence will be simply set by the time available for an experiment: for an initial sucrose
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concentration difference of 2.49 mM between the droplets, the observed size changes

were very small (barely measurable) and equilibrium state wasn’t reached after 40 hours

of incubation (see Table 6.1). If the encapsulated compounds, e.g. cells, have to re-

main viable over a longer period, technical problems arise, like the CO2 supply of cells

in droplets, which cannot easily be accomplished without subjecting the droplets to

enhanced evaporation or dissolution.

Second, a crucial question for determining the sensitivity, is whether and under which

conditions a significant size change will eventually occur. Several aspects contribute to

this problem: the degree of monodispersity of initial droplet populations6, the magni-

tude of the droplets’ size change, and the accuracy of the size measurement or sorting

of the droplets. Generation of highly monodisperse droplets (dispersities of 1-3 %) is

easily accomplished and, in most cases, won’t be a limiting issue. Thus, significance of

a size change comes down to whether the resolution of the applied detection method

is sufficiently high to detect a certain size change. The 20x objective used in the ex-

periments provided a good tradeoff between resolution and field of view, resolving the

droplets radius to 0.5 µm accuracy. Both, the relative magnitude of the size change of

one droplet type

Vi,f − Vi,0
Vi,0

=
1− cb,0

ca,0
NaVa
NbVb

+
cb,0
ca,0

and, if initial volumes for both droplet subpopulations were equal, the difference of

final droplet volumes |Va,e − Vb,e| are functions of the ratio of droplet numbers, the

initial droplet volumes, and, in particular, the ratio of the initial concentrations (as

can be derived from equations (5.5) and (5.4)). So while the difference in concentra-

tions affects water transport rate and equilibration time-scale, the ratio dictates the

absolute magnitude of the droplets’ size change. Hence, reactions inside of droplets

which cause only small changes in osmolarity compared to the total osmolarity won’t

induce a measurable size change, even if the absolute value of the change is rather large.

Also, as intuitively expected, a small ratio of the total volumes of the droplet types

(NaVa)/(NbVb) enhances the size change of type a droplets (and vice versa for droplet

type b). Therefore, initial volume and frequency ratios of droplet should be chosen

carefully. The frequency and volume ratios could be rendered irrelevant by adding a

dedicated reservoir of “infinite” volume (several orders of magnitude larger than the

total droplet volumes) comprising one of the initial concentrations to the incubation

chamber. This could be accomplished by a multilayer PDMS device similar to the one

presented by Shim and coworkers[177].

6Provided that droplets are not tracked individually, which is not practical for very large droplet
numbers.
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Third, functionality and consequently also sensitivity of the droplet sensors is affected

by the nature of compounds (educts and products of reactions) inside the droplets. Per-

meation of molecules into the oil phase or even into another droplet, as well as dissoci-

ation and interaction of molecules may alter the osmolarities of the droplet populations

in a way that renders a comparison of droplet size changes, and thus, application of

the sensor method, impossible.

To conclude, for the experimental system and typical initial conditions used in this

thesis, concentration differences down to few millimolars, or, more generally, few mil-

liosmoles per liter, can be detected in a reasonable amount of time. This threshold may

not seem particularly low, however, because of the small droplet volumes of about 10 -

100 pl, only very small changes of the amount of solutes in the order of few picomoles

are needed to build up detectable concentration differences, as will be shown in the

next chapter.
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7 Application of the droplet sensors to

dynamic systems

The method of droplet sensors is of particular interest for screening dynamic systems,

where an osmotic pressure is built up by catalytic activity of enzymes or cells inside the

droplets. Since single cells can be encapsulated in an individual droplet, monitoring

the size change of a droplet in principle allows to follow metabolic activity at the single

cell level.

As hypothesized by Schmitz et al. [30] (and more recently by Joensson et al. [53]),

the metabolic activity of encapsulated yeast might induce an osmotically driven size

change of droplets. Hence, and because of its high robustness, yeast was chosen as a

model system for the application of the droplet sensor method to a dynamic system.

In the following chapter, the size change of droplets comprising yeast cells is analyzed

and finally, the suitability of the sensor method to perform a live/dead screening is

demonstrated.

7.1 Detection of metabolic activity in droplets

Monodisperse droplets containing yeast cells were classified into droplets comprising

solely YPD growth medium1 (type a), one cell (type b), or more than one yeast cells

(type b′). Time-lapse studies revealed that droplets containing any amount of yeast

cells shrank over time, whereas droplets containing only medium grew in size (Figure

7.1 A, B and C). Thus, metabolic activity of yeast, manifesting itself in cell growth

or cell division (Figure 7.1 A and B), decreased the total amount of osmotically active

solutes inside the droplets.

For the growth medium used, the prevalent metabolic process of yeast is fermentation,

converting glucose to ethanol and carbon dioxide[178]. Both ethanol and CO2 rapidly

permeate into the continuous phase and other droplets[179, 180] (at least orders of

magnitude faster than water). Substances inside of cells and cells themselves do not

contribute to osmotic pressure. Thus, provided that solely water and no nutrients

permeate through the oil membrane, the osmotic pressure results from differences in

concentration of glucose and other nutrients.

1Yeast extract Peptone Dextrose medium (comprising 20 g/l (111 mM) glucose)
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Figure 7.1: Osmotically driven size change of droplets in dynamic systems comprising droplets with
living yeast as a biological active compound. Cell activity inside the droplets manifests
itself in the form of cell division (A) and cell growth (B), both leading to a decrease in
droplet size. Scale is 30 µm. (C) Measured volume change of droplets containing no (type
a), one (type b) or more than one (type b′) cell as well as the respective simulation of
the development of droplet volumes (solid lines). Error bars, s.e.m. (D) Quantifying the
kinetics of the metabolic activity: Assuming a sigmoid function for solute decrease, the
corresponding kinetic constants are k = 0.020±0.005 min−1, tb,0 = 290 min and tb′,0 = 30
min. (Figure as published in Ref. [10])

Indeed, a control experiment with two droplet types comprising YPD medium and a

1:1 aqueous dilution of YPD, respectively, resulted in size changes of droplets according

to theory2, which only considers transfer of water (see section 5.2). Consequently, the

effect of solute transport between droplets is negligible in this case and shrinkage of

droplets reflects the nutrient consumption of yeast.

After about 17 hours, size change of droplets stopped, suggesting that all nutrients

were metabolized and the yeast cells rendered inactive (Figure 7.1 B). In fact, no growth

or proliferation of yeast was observed beyond that point. According to the hypothesis

that all nutrients were metabolized and thus, total osmolarities in type b and b′ drops

2Mean initial radii: ra,0 = 11.4±0.4 µm, rb,0 = 13.8±0.4 µm; Mean equilibrium radii: ra,e = 13.1±0.3
µm, rb,e = 12.3± 0.4 µm; Calculated equilibrium radii: ra,e = 13.2± 0.3 µm, rb,e = 12.7± 0.4 µm
(Na = 73, Nb = 97).
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Table 7.1: Experimental and calculated data for yeast experiments. The kinetic values were calculated
by numerically fitting the experimental data. The input parameters for the model were c0,
Vi,0, Ni, and kOs = 0.18 µm/(mM min) (see subsection 6.2.2). Fitting parameters were
the reaction constant of the yeast’s metabolism k as well as a time offset t0.

Quantity Data origin Droplet type a Droplet type b Droplet type b′

Number of droplets Measureda 39 24 30

Average number of
cells (t = 0)

Measured 0 1 2.7± 0.2

V0 [pl] Measureda 23.2± 0.2 23.4± 0.2 22.9± 0.2

c0 [mM] Measureda 251± 2 251± 2 251± 2

Ve [pl] Measured
(model output)

29.9± 0.2 (30.3) 16.9± 0.2 (17.4) 17.0± 0.2 (17.3)

ceb [mM] Calculated
(model output)

(188± 22) 195± 2 (188± 22) 195± 2 (188± 22)

Apparent c0c [mM] Calculated
(bulk measurement)

— 141± 2 (133± 1) 145± 2 (133± 1)

n0
d [pmol] Calculated — 5.9± 0.1 5.7± 0.1

∆n0
e [pmol] Calculateda — 2.6± 0.1 2.4± 0.1

k [1/min] Model output — 0.020± 0.005 0.020± 0.005

t0 [min] Model output — 290 30

a Data used as input for model. b The equilibrium concentration ce is calculated from Va,0, ca,0, and
Va,f . c Apparent c0 is the concentration calculated from the final volumes and equilibrium concentration.
It reflects the total solute consumption due to the cell activity without taking into account its time
development; bulk measurements refer to the experimentally determined osmolarity of depleted medium,
which was used for yeast culture. d n0 is calculated from c0 and V0. e ∆n = n0 − nf is calculated from
n0, Vf , and ce.

were equal once equilibrium state was reached, the final volume of droplets containing

yeast was independent of the initial number of encapsulated cells (Vf,b = Vf,b′). Final

volumes as well as initial volumes and other measured and calculated parameters are

summarized in Table 7.1.

The volume change of type b and type b′ droplets corresponded to a net decrease of

the total amount of solutes by ∆n = 2.5 ± 0.1 pmol (mean of type b and b′ droplets),

from initially

〈n0〉 = 〈ci,0Vi,0〉 = 5.8± 0.1 pmol to

〈ne〉 = 〈ceVi,e〉 = 3.3± 0.1 pmol (i = b, b′) .

ci,t denotes the total concentration of osmotically active solutes in the droplet type i.

For calculation, the measured initial osmolarity c0 = 251 ± 2 mOsm/l and the final

osmolarity ce = ca,0Va,0/Va,e = 196 ± 2 mOsm/l were used. The latter was derived

from droplet type a, since conservation of the amount of solutes only holds for this
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droplet type (see 5.3). Control experiments with droplets containing no yeast cells,

but either fresh (type a) or depleted YPD medium (type b, cd = 133 ± 1 mOsm/l),

which was used before for yeast cell culture, led to the same volume changes. Thus,

volume change may be interpreted as driven by an apparent difference in initial total

osmolarity of ∆c = ce − cd = 118 ± 2 mOsm/l, which is in good agreement with the

calculated value ∆c = ca,0−c′b,0 = 108±5 mOsm/l, with c′b,0 = Vb,f/Va,fca,0 = 141±3

mOsm/l (from equation (5.4) and Va,0 = Vb,0, conservation of solutes is assumed).

When yeast was encapsulated in droplets comprising PBS without any supplements

instead of YPD medium, yeast cells were rendered inactive and no size change of

droplets was observed.

Despite the rather slow kinetics of the osmotic process and an asymmetric droplet

arrangement, dynamics of shrinking clearly differentiated between droplets containing

one or more than one cell initially (Figure 7.1 C): if a droplet comprised more than

one cell, it shrank more rapidly compared to droplets comprising only one cell at the

beginning of the experiment. This is due to the increase in total rate of nutrient con-

sumption with the number of encapsulated cells, corresponding to a faster decrease in

total osmolarity. Consequently, after a short amount of time, droplets comprising more

than one cell (type b′) exhibited the least total osmolarity and shrank rapidly, at the

expense of neighbouring droplets. As rates of water transfer scale with the concen-

tration difference between neighbouring droplets (section 6.2.2), water was primarily

transferred to droplets containing only medium (type a). However, the slow shrinkage

of type b droplets, comprising only one cell initially, was additionally retarded by water

uptake from neighbouring droplets of type b′ (Figure 7.1 C).

The kinetics of metabolic activity of encapsulated yeast could be quantified by a

simple3 numerical simulation (see Figure 7.1 C and D), in which water transfer due to

osmosis was modeled by the proportionality found in section 6.2.2, dR/dt = kOs∆c. As

yeast cultures typically show a sigmoid growth[181, 182], solute decrease in type b and

b′ droplets was modeled by sigmoid curves

ni(t) = n0 −
∆n

1 + exp−k(t− ti,0)
.

Here, n0 is the total amount of osmotically active solute, ∆n the difference between final

and initial total amount of solute (see Table 7.1), and k and ti,0 fitting parameters of the

model. For k = 0.020± 0.005 min−1, tb,0 = 290 min and tb′,0 = 30 min, the model was

in very good agreement with the measured radii (see Figure 7.1 C). Consequently, the

droplet sensors can be used to not only draw conclusions from the final state, but also

to quantitatively analyze reaction kinetics of single cells. For more precise investigation

3Water transfer between droplets of type b and type b′ was neglected.
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of reaction kinetics, each droplet comprising any amount of cells should be surrounded

by at least one layer of droplets of type a. This way, interactions between droplets

comprising cells could be minimized (see section 6.2.2).

Most recently, Boitard et al. [180] used the sensor method to further investigate the

size change of droplets comprising yeast cells, focusing on the consumption of glucose

of single yeast cells. Despite the choice of an adhesive surfactant which facilitated

formation of adhesive bilayers between the droplets shrinkage rates of droplets were

in the same order of magnitude as those observed in this work. From the size change

of droplets in which glucose was not the growth limiting nutrient and from droplets

containing non-proliferating yeast mutants, they were able to estimate the glucose

consumption of single yeast cells to 0.1 - 0.2 pg(glucose)/(min cell)[180]. Moreover, they

reported on shrinkage of droplets containing E. coli, and growth of droplets comprising

BSA (Bovine serum albumin) and a digestive enzyme (proteinase K), proving the broad

applicability of the sensor method.

Prior to Boitard’s publication, both of these systems had been tested in the course of

this work, but unfortunately, they only induced very little size changes (BSA/proteinase

K) or no size changes at all (E. coli) (see Appendix A.1). In case of E. coli, measure-

ments showed that the osmolarity of the growth medium used in this work was not

altered by the rapidly proliferating bacteria, even after several days of incubation.

Therefore, no change in the droplet sizes was expected. Boitard et al. used a different

growth medium, a minimal medium supplemented with glucose, in which activity of E.

coli lead to a change in osmolarity.

In the experiments with droplets comprising BSA with and without proteinase K,

stability of droplets was severely impaired by addition of BSA and droplets deformed

heavily, adhering to the walls of the incubation chamber. Consequently, the passivating

function of the surfactant was adversely affected, probably due to the adhesion of BSA

to the droplets’ interfaces. Moreover, partitioning of reaction products or the enzyme

out of the droplet into the oil phase could not be excluded, which would alter the total

osmolarity inside the droplet.

7.2 Live/dead screening using droplet sensors

For further demonstration of the value of the droplet sensor method for biological

applications a live/dead assay was performed. Viable and dead yeast cells were mixed

and encapsulated in initially monodisperse droplets of fresh YPD-medium (Figure 7.2

A and C). Prior to mixing, dead yeast were fluorescently labelled.

After incubation for 33 hours, droplets containing only dead yeast had grown in

size, whereas droplets containing any amount of living cells had shrunk in radius by
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2-3 microns (Figure 7.2 B and D). The size distribution of droplet populations showed

very little overlap and thus allowed for reliable separation of droplets containing living

yeast from droplets containing no or exclusively dead cells by means of optical video

microscopy (Figure 7.2 B and D).
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Figure 7.2: Overlays of bright field and fluorescence micrographs of initially mono-disperse droplets
(r0 = 15.92 ± 0.03 µm) with living and dead cells encapsulated at t = 0 (A) and at
equilibrium after 33 h (B). Dead cells are stained with potassium iodide. Scale is 100 µm.
(C and D) Histograms show the size distribution of empty droplets (type a) and droplets
containing living (type b) or exclusively dead (type a′) cells at both time points (N0 = 626;
Ne = 1320 with 672 empty droplets, 258 with living and 368 with dead yeast cells). While
empty droplets and droplets with solely dead cells behave similarly and grow slightly in size
(ra,f = 16.42 ± 0.01 µm, ra′,f = 16.44 ± 0.02 µm), droplets comprising any amounts of
living cells show a significant volume decrease (rb,f = 13.15 ± 0.05 µm). All errors are
standard errors of the mean. (Figure as published in Ref. [10])
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8 Conclusion

HTS (High-throughput screening) has become an invaluable tool in pharmaceutical

science as well as modern biology. The transition to droplet microfluidics represents a

significant evolution of high-throughput technology in terms of minimization of both,

volume of reagents and time consumed. In spite of its enormous potential, widespread

applications of droplet microfluidics have been limited by the reliance of most methods

for analyzing the droplets’ contents on specific markers.

The novel sensor method invented within this thesis avoids this obstacle and provides

a simple and elegant means for analysis of the contents of droplets. By exploiting the

osmotically driven change in droplet size as a novel marker, the activity of analytes

and changes in solute concentration in droplets can be measured directly and label-

free. Both the total and the rate of size change can be utilized for quantification of

chemical reactions and metabolic activity of cells inside droplets.

Despite the rather slow kinetics of the osmotic process, the total size change unam-

biguously distinguished between live and dead or one and more cells, detecting changes

in the total amount of solutes of few picomoles (section 7.1 and 7.2). Moreover, the

size change allowed one to monitor the time course of metabolic activity quantitatively

(section 7.1). Investigation of non-equilibrium dynamics yielded diffusion of either sin-

gle molecules or reverse micelles to be the predominant mechanisms of water transfer

(section 6.2.2). As a consequence of the densely-packed arrangement of droplets, how-

ever, water transport occurred primarily between adjacent droplets, showing a linear

relationship between water flux and solute concentration difference. Providing insight

into the underlying mechanisms, those information may prove useful for further opti-

mization and application of the sensor system.

The key strength of the sensor method is its general and simple principle, granting

immediate access to changes in solute concentrations down to few millimolars (section

6.3), and hence facilitating diverse screening applications, notably at the single-cell

level. As thousands of droplets can be analyzed in a very short amount of time by means

of simple image analysis, the method is well-suited for high-throughput applications.

For analysis, only a bright-field microscope is needed. Alternatively, in combination

with microfluidic methods for the separation of droplets by size (see section 1.4), the

droplet sensor method provides a simple way for the “on-chip” detection of biochemical
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reactions inside of droplets, rendering even the microscope obsolete.

A particular advantage of the sensor method is that no calibration of the system is

required, as the equilibrium state is independent of the dynamics of the size change

(section 6.2.1 and 5.2).

Limitations of the sensor method are the slow kinetics of the osmotic process, and

the risk to affect cell viability or functioning of enzymes by the size change adversely.

For example, cells might not tolerate the potential pH change and the change of buffer

concentration associated with the shrinkage and growth of droplet volumes. Moreover,

only the total amount of osmotically active solutes in droplets can be detected and

not the individual contributions of a compound. This lack of specificity complicates or

completely prevents the detection of changes in the concentration of a certain solute

if the total osmolarity is several factors higher, e.g. due to the buffer used. Hence,

although detection of PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction) in droplets seems to be ideal

for application of the sensor method due to synthesis of few macromolecules from

thousands of small molecules, it can not be detected, at least when using conventional

buffers: the osmolarity of the reaction buffer is too high to detect the small changes in

osmolarity of few µOsm/l caused by synthesis of DNA.

Aside from being used as a sensor system, the osmotically driven size change of

droplets has to be considered in common screening applications as well. Depending on

experimental design and incubation time volume changes could, for instance, alter the

fluorescence intensities of specific markers inside the droplets and therefore decrease the

screening accuracy - even if the fluorescent marker itself remains inside the droplets.

Finally, the sensor method extends the droplet capabilities into a novel functional

dimension, which opens a promising avenue for an “on-chip” processing integrating

chemistry and computation as proposed by Prakash and Gershenfeld[183]. While acting

as a reaction container, a droplet traveling in a channel represents a bit which allows

logical control operations to be performed. By linking chemistry inside the droplets to

a physical property of the droplets, the sensor method provides a unique approach to

integrate the application of droplets as passive containers and logical information units.
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Within this thesis, the proof of principle of exploiting the osmotically driven size change

of droplets as an intrinsic, label-free marker for cellular activity was provided. Recently,

Boitard et al. [180] showed that the sensor method developed in this work can also be

applied to detect microbial and enzymatic activity in microdroplets. Having verified

the applicability of the sensor method to cellular and enzymatic systems, the next step

will be the implementation of the technique in high-throughput systems.

To this end, the experimental set-up, in particular the incubation chamber, has to

be optimized. First, nozzle and incubation chamber should be implemented in one

microfluidic device, eliminating sources of error like the coalescence of droplets during

the transfer to the incubation chamber, and maximizing speed. To avoid dissolution

of droplets, the chamber should either consist of pure glass or glass and thin layers of

PDMS saturated with water.

Second, the addition of a dedicated reservoir of predefined total osmolarity (e.g.

equivalent to those of the empty droplets in chapter 7) to which all droplets have

contact would shorten the time-scale of equilibration and render the dynamics of the

growth of individual droplets comparable. This could be accomplished by a multilayer

PDMS device, in which two layers are separated by a thin PDMS membrane. One

layer comprises the nozzle, an incubation chamber, and, potentially, pillar fields for

DLD, and another layer above comprises meandering channels filled with an aqueous

solution which serves as reservoir. As all droplets are in close contact to this reservoir

of constant osmolarity1, size change of individual droplets is accelerated and should be

decoupled from type and growth of neighbouring droplets.

In case droplets comprising single cells are needed, one can make use of channel

geometries promoting deterministic encapsulation of one cell per droplet[38, 39].

The optimized design of the microfluidic device will allow for HTS of selected bi-

ological systems. Basic compatibility of specific cellular or enzymatic systems with

the sensor method (a change in total osmolarity has to be induced) can be tested by

measurement of buffer osmolarities prior to and after the reaction or a certain period.

Main fields of application are growth assays of cells, e.g. bacterial persistence screens,

allowing not only to separate between live and dead cells, but also between cells of high

1As the volume of the reservoir is several orders of magnitude larger than the combined volume of the
droplets, the variation in osmolarity due to water exchange with the droplets is negligible small.
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and low metabolic activity. Furthermore, the sensor method may be applied for the

optimization of the yield of enzymes by directed evolution and the measurement of

dose-response curves of bioactive compounds.
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A Appendix

A.1 Experiments with enzymatic systems and E. coli

Figure A.1 shows typical size changes of droplets in experiments with the enzymatic

system proteinase K/BSA (Figure A.1 A), and encapsulated E. coli bacteria (Figure

A.1 B).

20 µM BSA + 10 µg/ml Proteinase K 

E. coli in LB medium 

A 

B 

t = 0 t = 60 h 

t = 0 t = 23 h 

Figure A.1: (A) A small size change of droplets containing BSA (large droplets) and droplets con-
taining BSA and Proteinase K (small droplets) can be observed, which is considerably
smaller than expected (see section 3.5.3) Droplets with only BSA deform heavily. (B)
No size change of droplets is visible when incubating E. coli, despite of almost 3 days of
incubation and rapid proliferation of the bacteria. Scales are 30 µm.



A.2 Proof of Monotonicity

Defining k = Na/Nb, c = cb/ca, and v = Vb,0, the equations 5.5 and 5.6 can be written

as

Va,e(Va,0) =
kVa,0 + v

k + v
Va,0

c
, and (A.1)

Vb,e(Va,0) =
Va,0 + v

k
Va,0
vc + 1

k

(A.2)

As all variables are non-negative, and, for all experiments conducted, cb < ca and thus

c < 1, the monotonicities of the functions Va,e(Va,0) and Vb,e(Va,0) follow directly from

the quotient rule. Both proofs are trivial, which is why the proof that Va,e is strictly

increasing with Va,0, i.e.
dVa,e
dVa,0

> 0, will be omitted.

Proof that Vb,e is strictly decreasing with Va,0, i.e.
dVa,e
dVa,0

< 0:

dVb,e
dVa,0

=
(
Va,0
cv + 1

k )− 1
cv (Va,0 + v

k )

(
Va,0
vc + 1

k )2
(A.3)

=
1

k
− 1

ck
< 0 for c < 1. (A.4)
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